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DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER

5

750 17TH STREET, WEST VANCOUVER BC V7V 3T3

COUNCIL REPORT
Date:
From:
Subject:
File:

November 23, 2016
I. Gordon, Director of Financial Services
Finance Committee Recommendations from Task Groups
0116-20-FIN
~

RECOMMENDATION
THAT as described in the report dated November 23, 2016 regarding Finance
Committee recommendations from Task Groups:
1. The final report from the Key Performance Indicators Task Group dated
November 3, 2016, and the final report from the Reserves and Investments
Task Group dated October 30, 2016, be received for information;

2. The proposed key performance indicators as recommended by the Key

C

Performance Indicators Task Group, form the basis and foundation for
additional review and development, and staff report their progress on an
interim basis at a Spring meeting of the Finance Committee, with the final
results reported to Council by September 30, 2017, be approved;

3. Public Amenity Contribution Policy 02-80-30, be revised as part of the
Official Community Plan review;

4. Development Cost Charge Bylaw No. 3801 , 1993, be revised;
5. Two separate statutory reserve funds be created by restructuring the
current Endowment Fund and creating a new Land Fund;

6. The Endowment Fund retain its endowment status, be funded at an
appropriate level (with consideration to be given to its initial level), have
clear operating guidelines established for its use, and the Finance
Committee be given a specific mandate to oversee and advise Council on
the uses of this fund, be considered;
7. The proposed Cash Management and Investment Policy##-###-##, be
approved and Guidelines for Investment Policy 02-30-152, be rescinded;
8. An amendment of the Finance Committee's terms of reference to include a
mandate to review investment strategy, performance and procedures on a
regular basis, and to advise as to whether the District's investment
management should be managed internally or contracted to a third party
from time to time, be considered; and

0

9. The members of the Key Performance Indicators Task Group and the
Reserves and Investments Task Group be thanked for their efforts.
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Purpose
To provide an overview of the accomplishments of the Key Performance
Indicators Task Group and the Reserves and Investments Task Group.

2.0

Background
Pursuant to section 141 of the Community Charter, Mayor Smith
established the Key Performance Indicators Task Group to assist the
Finance Committee in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities related
specifically to developing, in conjunction with District staff, a
comprehensive list of key performance indicators (KPls) to measure and
demonstrate the financial performance of the District and the
organization's ability to execute on strategic goals and objectives.
Concurrently, the Reserves and Investments Task Group was established
to assist the Finance Committee in fulfilling its oversight duties related to
investment and reserve policies and practices.
Both Task Groups were established in August 2015 with term extensions
to November 2016 to allow for preparation of their final reports to the
Finance Committee. The final reports were presented to the Finance
Committee at their meeting on November 22, 2016.

2.1

History

0

The Key Performance Indicators Task Group commenced with a review of
background materials, divisional objectives and presentations by the
Parks, Culture & Community Services and Engineering & Environment
teams. This review led to the creation of a proposed key performance
indicators framework as outlined in the interim report presented to the
Finance Committee on July 19, 2016 (Appendix A).
Following presentation of their interim report, the Key Performance
Indicators Task Group began development of KPls for the following six
divisions: Engineering & Environment Services; Community Relations &
Communications; Fire & Rescue Services; Planning & Development
Services; Corporate Services; and Parks, Culture & Community Services.
As outlined in the final report (Appendix 8), the Task Group developed a
total of twenty (20) proposed KPls and a KPI Framework intended as the
basis of a KPI system at the District.
The Reserves and Investments Task Group began accomplishing their
mandate with a review of the Public Amenity Contribution and
Development Cost Charges policies and the statutory reserve funds. The
Task Group's interim report (included as an attachment to Appendix C) to
the Finance Committee on July 19, 2016 included recommendations that
the Public Amenity Contribution and Development Cost Charges policies
be revised in accordance with current best practices.
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The interim report also contained a recommendation that the Endowment
Fund be restructured into two separate funds as the Endowment Fund
was functioning with differing, and at times, conflicting purposes. The Task
Group's recommendation is to create a Land Fund and restructure the
Endowment Fund in order to accurately reflect the purpose of each fund.
Subsequent to the interim report, the Reseives and Investments Task
Group began a review of the District's investment management activity.
The Task Group's review culminated with several recommendations as
outlined in the final report (Appendix C) relative to the creation of
proposed Cash Management and Investment Policy and Guidelines, an
amendment to the Finance Committee's terms of reference to expand the
committee's mandate to include review of investment management on a
regular basis, and supervision of the Endowment Fund. The District's
current investment policy, Guidelines for Investment 02-30-152 is
recommended for rescission and is attached as Appendix D.
The Reserves and Investments Task Group made a further
recommendation that the Finance Committee consider the issue of
restrictive constraints on investments by the Community Charter and draft
a letter to the Ministry of Community, Sport, and Cultural Development
addressing the matter.

3.0

Analysis

3.1

Discussion
The Finance Committee reviewed the final reports of the Key Performance
Indicators Task Group and the Reserves and Investments Task Group at
their November 22, 2016 meeting and endorsed the recommendations
contained in this report.
The Finance Committee considered the Reseives and Investments Task
Group recommendation regarding the proposed letter to the Ministry of
Community, Sport, and Cultural Development relative to restrictive
investments and suggested that staff be directed to look into the matter
and report back at a future date.
The agendas and minutes of both the Key Performance Indicators and
Reserves and Investments Task Groups can be viewed on the District's
website.

3.2

Sustainability
Creation of a system of KPls will contribute to the District's long term fiscal
sustainability by ensuring a focus on financial management and value for
money in achieving the District's goals.
Active management of the District's investments contributes to obtaining
the maximum value from funds set aside by the District for future priorities,
and ensuring that the District's working capital earns the highest possible
returns.
1187025v1
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Options

4.1

Recommended Option
Approval of the recommendations contained in this report and as
endorsed by the Finance Committee in order to advance the initiatives
started by the Task Groups.

4.2

Considered Options
Defer approval and request further information.

5.0

Conclusion
The Finance Committee has endorsed the recommendations by the Key
Performance Indicators Task Group and the Reserves and Investments
Task Group and would like to continue developing the initiatives launched
by the Task Groups.

Author:

Appendices:
Appendix A:
Appendix B:
Appendix C:
Appendix D:

0

Key Performance Indicators Task Group Interim Report
Key Performance Indicators Task Group Final Report
Reserves and Investments Task Group Final Report
Guidelines for Investment 02-30-152

0
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APPENDIX A

MEMORANDUM

Our File: 0116-20-KPITG

Date:

June 20, 2016

To:

Finance Committee

From:

Key Performance Indicators Task Group

Re:

Interim Report

RECOMMENDED:

THAT the interim report dated June 20, 2016 from the Key Performance
Indicators Task Group, be received for information.
Purpose

To provide the Finance Committee with an interim report on work completed to date by
the Key Performance Indicators Task Group.
Background

Pursuant to Community Charter, section 141, Mayor Smith established the Key
Performance Indicators Task Group to assist the Finance Committee in fulfilling its
oversight responsibilities related specifically to developing, in conjunction with District
staff, a comprehensive list of key performance Indicators as outlined in the attached
terms of reference (Appendix A).
The Task Group was originally established for a one year term commencing August
2015, and was then granted an extension to November 2016 in order to allow sufficiel'lt
time for preparation of the Task Group's final report to the Finance Committee. At the
May 12, 2016 Key Performance Indicators Task Group meeting, members agreed to
submit an interim report to the Finance Committee on progress to date.
Progress Report

0

After a short period of procedural delay, the Task Group commenced on February 11 ,
2016 with the first order of business being the election of Councillor M. Lewis as Chair
and Mr. A Tunner as Vice Chair. The Task Group then proceeded to review the terms
of reference and the following background materials:
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•

The Office of the Auditor General's 2010 Guide for Developing Relevant Key
Performance Indicators for Public Sector Reporting;

•

2006 Report from the Fiscal Sustainability Task Force;

•

2010 Report from the Value for Services Working Group;

•

2011 KPI Guidelines Report from the Finance Discussion Group; and

•

2013 Divisional Core Service Reviews for Parks and Community Services,
Engineering and Transportation, Fire and Rescue, and the Memorial Library.

The Task Group also considered Council's seven priorities in conjunction with
departmental objectives.
At the March 21 , 2016 Task Group meeting, Chief Administrative Officer, Ms. N.
Leemhuis, gave a presentation titled "2016 Divisional Objectivesn to inform members of
divisional priorities. Task Group members also established and prioritized the task
group work plan with a focus on the development of key performance indicators for the
Engineering and Environment Services division.
On April 13, 2016, the Task Group received an overview of Engineering and
Environment Services from Director, Mr. R. Fung and a presentation from Ms. A. Mooi,
Director and Ms. P. Fretz, Business Manager of Parks, Culture & Community Services
(PCCS) on how key performance indicators inform the PCCS budget decision-making
and divisional goal-setting process. Task Group members then began designing a
potential key performance indicators framework.

Q

At the May 12, 2016 Task Group meeting, members received a presentation by
representatives of the Parks, Culture & Community Services division on how the PCCS
situational analysis tool is used to inform the operational decision-making process.
Members also reviewed activity and performance measures utilized by the District of
North Vancouver and discussed progress made on the potential key performance
indicators framework.
A draft Key Performance Indicators Framework was reviewed at the May 31 , 2016 Task
Group meeting with feedback provided for further fine-tuning of the draft document.
At the June 14, 2016 KPI Task Group meeting, members received a verbal report from
Ms. K. Merilees, Manager of Community Relations on community impact measures and
discussed further refinement of the draft key performance indicators framework.
On July 14, 2016. the Task Group reviewed progress to date and made revisions to the
draft key performance indicators framework (Appendix B).

1133241v1
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Interim Report

Next Steps

Over the next several months, the Key Performance Indicators Task Group will continue
to refine the key performance indicators framework and prepare their final report for
presentation to the Finance Committee at their November 22, 2016 meeting.

Councillor Mary-Ann Booth, Acting Chair
Key Performance Indicators Task Group
Appendix A: Key Performance Indicators Task Group Terms of Reference
Appendix B: Proposed Draft Key Performance Indicators Framework

(

(_
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Key Pelformance Indicators Task Group
Terms of Reference
Policy 02-30-357 (2015)
Effective Date: July 21, 2015

Consolidated for Convenience Only
For convenience, the original policy (or "parent" policy) has been updated to
include the amendments. This consolidation is for convenience only. The original
policy and amendments should be consulted for all interpretations and
applications of the policy.

Original Policy:
02-30-357

Effective Date:
July 21, 2015

Amendments:
02-30-357
02-30-357

Effective Date:
December 3, 2015
March 23, 2016

Amendments to the original policy are shown in the margin of this consolidation.
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Key Performance Indicators Task Group Terms of Reference
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CONSOLIDATED TERMS OF REFERENCE
District of West Vancouver
CORPORATE POLICY
Council Committee
Terms of Reference

Financial Services Division
Policy 02-30-357

Key Performance
Indicators Task Group

File: 0116-20-FIN

Purpose

1.0

The Key Performance Indicators Task Group is an advisory group to assist the
Finance Committee to fulfill its oversight responsibilities related specifically to
developing, in conjunction with District staff, a comprehensive list of key
performance indicators. The Task Group's recommendations will be reported
to the Finance Committee.

Policy

C

2.0

Duties
2.1

(_

The Task Group will review:
a)

Divisional Core Service Reviews (Parks and Community
Services, Engineering and Transportation, Fire and Rescue, and
the Memorial Library);

b)

2011 KPI Guidelines Report;

c)

reports and findings prepared by the Value for Services Working
Group;

d)

reports and findings prepared by the Fiscal Sustainability Task
Force; and

e)

all relevant background documents and similar documents and
practices in other jurisdictions, including relevant legislation and
bylaws.

westvancouver
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Key Performance Indicators Task Group Tenns of Reference
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2.2

The Task Group will assist the Finance Committee in developing, in
conjunction with District staff, a comprehensive list of key performance
indicators that will measure and demonstrate the financial performance
of the District, and the organization's ability to execute on strategic
goals and objectives (as articulated in Council's Priorities).

2.3

The Task Group will report its recommendations to the Finance
Committee.

0

Origin of Work
To assist the Finance Committee to fulfill its oversight responsibilities related
specifically to developing, in conjunction with District staff, a comprehensive
list of key performance indicators that will measure and demonstrate the
financial performance of the District, and the organization's ability to execute
on strategic goals and objectives (as articulated in Council's Priorities).

4.0

Membership

4.1
Section 4.1(al amended
December J 201S

5.0

Section 6 1 amended
Matdl 23 201&

....__ _ _ __,

7.0

a)

A minimum of two Council members;

b)

A maximum of three volunteers.

Staff Liaison: as determined by the Chief Administrative Officer.

4.3

The Chair must be a Council member. A Vice-Chair shall be elected
from among the members.

Quorum
A quorum is a majority of the voting members, at least half of which
must be Council members.

Term
6.1

The term for the Task Group shall be 15 months, commencing in
August 2015.

Meeting Schedule and Meeting Location
7 .1

The meeting schedule shall be established by the Chair. in conjunction
with Task Group members.

7.2

Task Group meetings shall be held in a District facility.

westvancouver
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4.2

5.1

6.0

Voting members are appointed by the Mayor as follows:

0
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8.0

Key Performance Indicators Task Group Terms of Reference

Page3

Rules of Procedure
Meetings shall be conducted in accordance with the General Council
Committees Policy, the Council Procedure Bylaw, and the Community Charter.

9.0

Support Services
A designated staff person will provide support services.

10.

Conflict of Interest
Members shall declare possible conflicts of interest to the Chair and the Task
Group. (The General Council Committees Policy references conflict of
interest.)

Approved: July 21, 2015

Approved by: Mayor Smith

Amended: December 3, 2015

Approved by: Mayor Smith

{Amendment ta section 4.1(a) ta change from "A
minimum of two Council members from the Finance
Committee• to •A minimum of two Council members 1

Amended: March 23, 2016

Approved by: Mayor Smith

[Amendment to section 6.1 to change term from
12 to 15 manthsl

(__
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APPENDIX A

Key Performance Indicators -An Overview - 2011.11

1.

Introduction

During the past three years, the District of West Vancouver has taken steps to enhance its ability to deliver
maximum value to residents for their taxes and fees. Noteworthy among these are:
• More timely budgeting and financial reporting;
• More focused planning, using a Balanced Score Card system;
• More active monitoring of performance.
Since early 2011, an informal Finance "Group of Five", comprising five West Vancouver residents (former
members of the Finance Committee, Value for Services Working Group, Fiscal Sustainability Task Force,
Interested Taxpayers' Action Committee) has worked with the Chief Financial Officer in:
• Deve1oping guidelines to assist the District in estabtishing Key Performance Indicators (KP\s) for its
departments and activities;
• Reviewtng the District's budget and financial reporting processes.

These Guidelines deal with Kev Performance Indicators. They were prepared by the Group of Five
to assist Departments in establishing KP/s appropriate for their activities, and are not prescriptive.
The Guidelines reflect practices in various jurisdictions, and include information from W-Van and other
municipalities.

Attributes of KPls

2.

Since 2007, the District has reported some indicators of performance in its Proposed Budget books, but they
played no role in planning or management.
• In 2007 and 2008, some "Indicators and Targets" were reported.
• In 2009 and 2011, "Service Level Statistics" were reported, extending back to 2004.
The District's objective is to establish a set of quantitative KPls for the activities of each Department, for use in
planning, allocating resources (as of the 2012 budget), and monitoring progress.
•

Initially KPls would be focused internally, within the District of West Vancouver.

• Subsequently, an external (benchmarking) focus would be added for some KPls, to permit comparisons
with similar activities in other municipalities and the private sector.
KPls should not be regarded as "absolute measures" - rather, they are "directional". As their name states,
KP ls are "indicators~ -for use by management, together with good judgement. Clearly there will be activities
where simple KPls cannot reflect special circumstances, and may be inappropriate.
It is useful to parse the phrase "key performance indicator" into its constituent parts:

• Key- Means it's unique, important or discloses whatever it modifies (in this case performance).
• Performance - Refers to the substance of an activity, aimed at achieving a specific purpose.
• Indicator- ls a device which indicates some quantity or quality of interest, and has a practical
significance in controlling a process or in attaining a desired result.
KPls must be tied to the performance of the "business unit" (Department/Activity} to which they apply:
• KPls must measure performance, and be the principal indicators of the unit's performance.
• For any business unit, KPls will be few in number and specific to the business unit's purpose.
• KPls should contribute to controlling the unit, and focus on the results for which it is responsible.
Key attributes of KPls relevant to Departmental activities should include the following.
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•
•
•
•

Reflect Departmental objectives, focusing on core functions and essential outputs (results).
Provide management information to plan, allocate resources, make changes, monitor progress.
Reflect an activity's outputs/deliverables and its resource inputs/requirements.
Reflect an activity's efficiency and effectiveness.

•
•
•
•

Convey meaningful information to the community.
Be relevant to the four perspectives of the Balanced Score Card, listed below.
Be simple, clear, and easily determined from existing (or forthcoming) routine data.
Be few in number - focus on "key" actionable KPls, with "nice to know" items listed elsewhere.

Additional Guiding Principles for selecting KPls include the following:
•
•
•
•

Focus on total costs, and reflect the FTE requirements of activities.
Include KPls for short-term activities.
Reflect revenues from fees and charges, as a percentage of department or activity costs.
Indicate community satisfaction with activities and services, as measured by periodic surveys.

Provide perspectives relative to other municipalities, and particularly to programs in reasonably
comparable municipalities, such as N-Van District.
• Record the use of services by out-of-District residents.
• Cost per capita is an important measure, and is appropriate in most cases. It is widely used, and allows
some inter-program and inter-municipal comparisons.
•

Reference is made above to inputs & outputs (basic data), and efficiency & effectiveness (indicators).

C

• Inputs refer to the resources required to operate a Department or activity - money, personnel (staff FTE,
volunteers), equipment, space, facilities.
• Outputs refer to the products or results of a Department or activity - people served (visits, participants)
items produced (permits granted, books lent, fires attended, crimes solved, etc.).
• Efficiency refers to resource consumption per unit of output - cost/resident, cost/participant, cost/permit;
output/FTE, participants/FTE.
• Effectiveness refers to achievement, or stated goals - annual tax increase, fire response time,
residents/FTE, problems/complaints, levels of satisfaction, participation rates.
Reference is made above to the Balanced Score Card and its four "perspectives".

• Community- Residents, customers - effectiveness, satisfaction;
• Operations- Internal business processes - organization, efficiency;
• People - District staff - motivation, learning, satisfaction;
• Finances - Traditional financial performance - use of resources, inputs, outputs.

(
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KP/ "Clients" (3): Meaningful KPls which answer basic questions are required for: The Public; Council & Executive;
Operations (divisions, activities). There will be differences in the list of KPls of interest to each group, and the
presentation format of KPls will be different for each group.

KP/ Objectives (2): • ... a comprehensive list of KP ls that will measure and demonstrate the financial performance of the
District, and the organization's ability to execute on strategic goals and objectives (as articulated in Council's Priorities)."
KP/ "Dimensions" (4): Efficiency (activity level, efficiency); Effectiveness (community impact, customer service) - these
are commonly used KPI "dimensions· (e.g. Toronto Model 2011 ; W-Van KPI Guidelines 2011). Efficiency KPls are largely
quantitative and generally applicable across divisions and activities; Effectiveness KPls are much more subjective, and
specific to programs.
KP/ "Framework": The template below shows the basic framework for producing KPls - at its current stage of evolution.
The intention is that it can be used by each division and activtty. Shaded in grey are KPls (and data) likely to apply in
each case - most KPls will be specific to a division or activity. Shaded in blue are KPls suggested by Engineering;
potential KPls which have been discussed are shaded in beige. The template below is a worksheet, not a presentation
format.
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APPENDIX B

C
MEMORANDUM

Date:

November 3, 2016

Our File: 0116-20-KPITG

To:

Finance Committee

From:

Key Performance Indicators Task Group

Re:

Final Report

RECOMMENDED:
1. THAT the final report dated November 3, 2016 from the Key Performance
Indicators Task Group, be received for Information; and

/
"'~ .. -

2. THAT the proposed Key Performance Indicators as recommended by the Key
Performance Indicators Task Group, form the basis and foundation for additional
review and development; and that staff report the results of the review to Council
by September 30, 2017.
INTRODUCTION
The mandate of the Key Performance Indicators Task Group as stated in the terms of
reference is "to assist the Finance Committee in developing, in conjunction with District
staff, a comprehensive list of key performance Indicators that will measure and
demonstrate the financial performance of the District, and the organization's ability to
execute on strategic goals and objectives (as articulated in Council's Priorities)".
With the Terms of Reference quoted above, and initial feedback from the Finance
Committee to keep the number of Key Performance Indicators (KPls) relatively low, the
task group focused on developing a few KPl 's for each of six divisions of the District of
West Vancouver.

(_

One of the challenges in developing KPls is to understand what the Intention of use is,
and for whom. The terms of reference are very broad as It both quotes the need for
financial performance monitoring as well as helping the organization to execute on
strategic goals and objectives. So after considerable discussion, the task group
developed KPis that are both intended for senior management/Councillors and staff,
and could also be meaningful to residents.

-

westvancouver

1175236v1
Municipal Hall

maln reception

I t:

750 17th Street We5t Vancouver British Columbia V7V 3T3
604-925-7000 e: info@westvancouver.ca westvancouver.ca
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An important part of KPls Is to focus attention on certain aspects of the business of the
District. The KPls need to reflect both resources required and related costs, as well as
quality and value achieved from the various departments. Therefore, the KPls are
focused on both inputs and outputs from the divisions.
The process for working with KPls can be split into a number of steps as outlined below.
However, note that the mandate for this task group was to focus on Step 1.
1. Define important metrics (KPls) that are relevant and where staff's actions can
make an impact on the outcome.
2. Collect data relevant to these KPls and obtain measurements that can be
tracked.
3. Track the measurements and frequently compare changes, reasons for changes
and take corrective actions if changes are not favourable.
4. Set goals to be achieved and track towards these goals. Goals can also be set
before tracking is started.
5. Discuss outcomes. In budget and financial meetings discuss potential impact if
inputs are changed, as inputs and outputs are related. Constantly set more
challenging goals to obtain a continuous improvement culture. In divisional
meetings discuss achievements and changes in the KPI measurements. Take
action to improve KPls.
After elaborate discussions and gatherings, the task group decided to move ahead to
recommend a few KPls for the following six divisions:
1. Engineering & Environment Services
2. Community Relations & Communications
3. Fire & Rescue Services
4. Planning & Development Services
5. Corporate Services
6. Parks, Culture & Community Services
Initial dialogue with divisional directors and their suggestions for KPls has assisted the
task group in its recommendations. As it was important to limit KP ls in order to obtain a
reasonable focus; these KPls do not exclude KPls that divisional directors want to track
in their own divisions at various levels.
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The recommendations made by the task group would generate 20 separate KPls,
which in Itself may sound like too many. However, considering the vast number
of divisions and their duties, the task group believes this would be manageable.

As was done In the Toronto performance measurement model, which was studied, the
task group has also included questions that would be answered by these KPls, to make
them clearer.
To proceed with the processes and development of the KPls, management and staff
need to take over and develop the goals and measurements.

r

\·--

To provide the organization with a framework for this continued work, the task group
has developed a recommendation for a KPI framework in Appendix 8. The framework is
connected to this report by attempting to quantify some of the KPls mentioned here, as
well as showing some of the inputs for the determination of the KPI values. In order to
create a reference for the KPls in both the report and the Framework, they have been
numbered by a question number with a corresponding number in the Framework. As an
example, for the question below for Roads/Transportation: "Question 1: How do
changes in Operations & Maintenance (O&M) costs for roadsltranspbrtatlon Impact the
road quality?"with the corresponding KPI: "Ratio of O&M costs/%PQI", is referenced in
the Framework as #1 which is marked in red numbers in the table.
Task group members have accumulated a great deal of material, reflected in this
recommended framework. It Includes:
• material from Finance - background documents and financial analyses prepared
for the KPI Task Group;
• discussions-within the task group, among the members, with Divisions and
others;
• material provided by the six divisions, and by the task group members; and
• inspiration by Toronto's Performance Measurement and Bench-marking system.
PROPOSED KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Proposed KPls for Engineering & Environment Services

Roadsffranspo rtation

Question 1: How do changes in Operations & Maintenance (O&M) costs for
roads/transportation impact the road quality?

(_.
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A. Operations & Maintenance costs per lane km of mad divided by a Road Quality
Index (measured as percentage of roads with a POI score (measured by third
party) higher than 65% (% PQI).
Note: PQI (Pavement Quality Index) or sometimes PC/ (Pavement Condition Index) are
commonly used indices that are used to measure number of potholes, cracks, and other
conditions of the pavement of roads.

KP/: Ratio of Operations & Maintenance costs/% POI
This KPI should be seen as costs to achieve a certain standard of road quality. It is not
an intuitive KPI, and many times it might be two separate KPls. However, in the task
group's quest to limit the number of KPls, members feel that tracking of this one KPI will
show trends in an efficient way.
This ratio should be tracked year by year and should be held as low as possible. A base
line should be established. If costs Increase and quality stays the same, that would be a
negative result. If quality increases and costs stay the same, the ratio will be lower,
which is a good result. If costs go lower ancf quality stays the same, it is also good.
However, the goal should be to reduce costs AND improve the quality.

Q

Question 2: How fast does the District take action on Engineering issues, such as
roads/transportation, sanitary sewer overflows, solid waste, utilities etc. based on
complaints from residents?
B. Time to get various engineering issues such as roads/transportation, sanitary
sewer overflows etc. complaints resolved measured in days from when the
complaint was received until the issue was resolved. This requires a proper
tracking system of complaints and coded as complaints regarding the various
types of issues. Tracking should be done weekly/monthly.
KPI: Time in days to get Engineering-related resident complaints resolved.
Sanitary Sewer
Question 3: How do sanitary sewer collect/on Operations & Maintenance (O&M) costs
impact incidents of Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSO)?
C. Sanitary sewer collection O&M costs per 100 km of sewer main times number of
Sanitary Sewer Overflows experienced per year.
KPI: Operations & Maintenance costs times number of SS0s
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Again, this is not an intuitive KPI, but in order to limit KP ls, this factor will show input as
costs and output results In the form of number of overflows. A base line can be
established by looking back two or three years. This number should be tracked year by
year and should be held as low as possible. If costs increase and number of SS0s
stays the same, It Is negative. If number of SSOs increases and costs stay the same the
result will also increase, which is also negative. If costs go lower and SSOs stay the
same, it is positive. If costs stay the same and SSOs increases it is negative. The goal
should be to reduce costs AND decrease SSOs.
Storm drainage could be treated in a similar way, but in order to limit the number of
KPls, the task group proposes that it not be Included here.
Drinking Water Consumption
Question 4: How does consumption of drinking water usage change per capita?

0. Average community water consumption in litres per capita per day. Even though

0

this cannot be controlled directly by staff, the task group believes it is interesting
information that residents might want to be tracked. Staff can also communicate
to residents In a way that inspires them to not waste water.
KPI: Litres of water used/capita/day
This could further be converted into how many litres of water it takes to take a shower,
flush a toilet, brush your teeth etc. (on average). This could again be interesting
information for residents.
If the litres of water were further converted to how much a litre of water (1000 litres In
one cubic metre) costs, residents would get a sense of how much their daily activities
cost.
However, the weakness of this KPI Is that the costs are fairly constant based on fixed
costs in major installations of filtration stations etc., especially for the Eagle Lake
reservoir, and mandated fees for procurement from Metro Vancouver. Following this,
staff actions do not have much impact on costs. Actually, with more conservation of
water, costs per litre would increase, as the costs to a certain extent are fairly fixed, as
described above.
Depending on how the Finance Committee, Council and senior management want to
use the KPls, this one can be included or excluded.

0

There is one more KPI where the task group believes Engineering has an important role
to play, namely KPI #15.
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This KPI is placed under Planning & Development, but should be seen as a joint effort
between Engineering and Planning & Development. KPI #15 addresses the question:
"How much do new developments and other rezoning initiatives impact travel times in
various places in West Vancouver?n i.e. an attempt to address the issues of traffic
congestion in West Vancouver.

Proposed KPls for Community Relations & Communications

Question 5: How often is there communication about the District of West Vancouver in
the North Shore News?

A. Number of articles and notices etc. about West Vancouver shown in the North
Shore News monthly/yearly.
KPI: Quantity of articles about West Vancouver In NSN
This KPI is chosen because many of the residents read the North Shore News. It is
distributed for free to homes and easily obtained at various locations. As a substantial
number of residents are baby-beamers and beyond, the proliferation of social media is
not as high as they might be In other municipalities. Exposure and notices in this paper
will attract resident attention. Paired with the other recommended KPls this will reflect a
proper balance in the communication with West Vancouver residents.

Q

Question 6: How many people visit the District of West Vancouver's websites?
B. Total number of visits to the District of West Vancouver's websites, including
westvancouver.ca, and other websites that convey information about West
Vancouver Is an Interesting metric. This metric should be seen as a way to find
out if the websites are well designed, contain good Information and are a place
where residents and others want to spend time to research and gather
information from, or engage in actions with, the District of West Vancouver.
KPI: Number of unfgue visits to all District of West Vancouver websites/month/year
The District's websites contain a lot of information. By keeping websites easy to
navigate and updated, it Is a great source of information for residents who have
computers. More detailed information and analytics can be tracked by staff, such as
what pages were most visited, time on each page etc. All these statistics are easy to get
from the existing website's analytics. However, a KPI needs to be at a higher level and
therefore the task group recommends number of visits as an overall KPI, as it shows
residents' interest in the websites and their engagement with the District.

0
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Question 7: How many public consultations regarding District topics are arranged every
year?
C. Total number of public consultations such as open forums, information sessions
etc. on various topics that have been carried out over one year. This means
sessions where District staff want feedback and input from residents, i.e. two-way
communication.
KPI: Number of public consultations per year

0

Websites and articles in newspapers are only one-way communication tools. It Is
important for good community relations to track sessions whe~ residents have been
able to give feedback in person about various topics. Even though emails, telephone
calls and responses to surveys are many times received from residents, it can be
difficult to track before a proper call centre tracking mechanism Is Implemented. It
should be noted that this department does not typically carry out public consultations
themselves, it is their role to inspire, teach and coach other departments how to do It.
The actual number of consultations that are happening would be an outcome of this
department's labour.

Question 8: What is the resident interaction about topics on westvancouverlTE i.e. is
there active participation from residents?
D. The ratio between the total number of responses from residents to topics
addressed on westvancouverlTE.
KPI: Number of responses/topics on westvancouverlTE
This ratio should be as high as possible as It shows participation by residents about
various topics. The more topics there are would make the KPI lower if response rate is
low. That is to say, if westvancouverlTE Is not well advertised/promoted, residents will
not know about the topics and will not respond. If the topics are of little interest or poorly
framed, the residents will not respond and the Important feedback to staff and the
District will not be received.
Propose.d KPls for Fire & Rescue Services

Question 9: How are total costs for Fire & Rescue Services changing over time and
what is the impact on Incidents?

0
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Costs Related to Incidents
A. Fire & Rescue Services prepares for Incidents so they can respond to them as
well as possible. It is interesting for residents and management to track the
efficiency by following costs of the total department compared to number of
Incidents. This will give an average cost per Incident. It can be argued that well"
functioning preventative actions would increase the ratio between costs and
incidents. Obviously it is the District's and residents' desire to have as few
Incidents as possible. Even so, It is Important to track costs per incident to have a
dialogue about changes in these ratios. Therefore, this ratio does not indicate
directly if it is good or bad to have a low or high ratio. It is more important to
follow the ratio and to have a dialogue about Its movement.
KPI: Ratio between Fire & Rescue Services' total cost and number of incidents
Question 10: How fast does the Fire & Rescue Services react and provide services in
case of an incident?
Responsiveness
B. The time It takes to get a first unit on site (response time) is very important, In
order to properly attend to incidents. The average Is not satisfactory as an overall
KPI, and the department should track actual times, look at longest and shortest
times to various zones in the District, frequency of response times in various time
segments and therefore be able to analyze this In more depth to become as
effective as possible. In order to provide for a service level KPI, the task group
recommends tracking the percentage of times that the response time is within 6
minutes. Six minutes is chosen as the KPI, as the task group understands that
this is a rough average of response times. However, the key point is to choose a
reasonable number of minutes and track the performance against that number.

0

KPI: Percentage of times that the response time (Dispatch + Turnout + Travel) for first
unit on scene is less or equal to 6 minutes
Question 11: How much time is spent on training of firefighters (suppression staff) per
year?
Preparedness
C. Total training hours of firefighters per year is important from a preparedness point
of view.
KPI: Total training hours per firefighter per year
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Constant training is crucial for a department, which is on stand-by most of the time. This
training, together with proper maintenance of equipment, will display the quality of
action in incidents. If training Is not a focus, quality could suffer. Training needs will
fluctuate depending on new regulations, bylaws and other circumstances etc., as well
as if new staff is hired. In any event, even experienced staff need to be retrained
constantly to ensure they are current with new methods and equipment. The tracking of
training hours is intended to stimulate discussion on how to most efficiently train and
retrain staff versus the diminishing returns In their level of preparedness with more
training.

Question 12: How much time is spent on Informing and communicating with residents
(and businesses) about various prevention activities that could be taken to decrease
incidents?
Prevention

C

D. Time spent on prevention of Incidents including reaching out to the public to
inform and instruct them about incident prevention is a big part of the work for
this department. It is therefore important to track time spent on this activity as a
percentage of total time available.
KPI: % of Fire & Rescue Services' time spent on prevention activities per year
The outreach to be tracked should be compiled to include information sessions to
special groups, public seminars/info sessions, as well as inspections of various
buildings for safety. This Includes mandated commercial Inspections as well as training
of residents and special groups. This type of training will encourage behaviour that will
decrease the number of Incidents. It is important to understand how effective the work
put into preventative actions Is In reducing the number of Incidents.

Proposed KPls for Planning & Development Services
Questions 13 and 14: What is the service level, measured in days, to provide permits for
renovations and new construction respectively?
Permits

0

Permits and inspections should be split Into two main areas, namely new construction
and renovations. Residents who want to renovate their home should be prioritized
ahead of new construction. These are taxpayers who already live in West Vancouver
and they need to make upgrades/renovations to their homes. The District should
encourage residents to upgrade in order to keep housing livable and desirable and wait
times for permits and inspections should be minimized.
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For new construction the wait times could be longer as more extensive work is usually
required and plans should be thoroughly reviewed, as well as the impact on the
neighbourhood.
The task group reviewed two studies made by Stantec in 2002 and 2012 where a
number of improvements to processes were recommended. One of these
recommendations was to do a triage on this level.
Another recommendation was to avoid wait times caused by applications being stuck in
inboxes for months, and then notice of requirements for new information going out to
the home-owner/contractor after a long wait, and then being stuck in queues again. The
recommendation to thoroughly review plans with a meeting at submission of application
would speed up the wait times immensely.
KPls for the two respective areas should be measured in days - between the day the
application is submitted until building permit review takes place. The other
measurement should be from completed application submission until final review for
clearance to proceed.
If the proposed method of a sit-down meeting with staff and contractor/home owner at
time of submission was implemented, then the wait time should be expressed by two
measurements. Time to book an appointment until initial review and time from resubmission of complete application until final review for clearance to proceed.
It should be noted that time of service delivery is not the only consideration for the
division staff. It is understood that the application of standards, meeting building codes,
rules etc. and a general courteous conduct is also to be expected. The KPI is in this
case a way to focus on business process issues with a goal to use resources as
efficiently as possible, and with the same high quality standard outputs that are normally
expected.
KPI for Renovations:
A: Business days between application for renovation until feedback is received from the
Division
B: Business days between complete application for renovation until final review for
clearance to proceed
KPI: for New Construction:
C: Business days between application for new construction until feedback is received
from the Division
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D: Business days between complete application for new construction until final review
for clearance to proceed
Question 15: How much do new developments and other rezoning Initiatives impact
travel times in various places in West Vancouver?
Development

(~
'-··

When considering meaningful KPls for development, the decision was taken to view it
from the perspective of the community and not from that of the developers. When
talking about development with the community's residents, one issue that always comes
up is the increasingly difficult time they are experiencing in getting around as a result of
traffic congestion. Given that residents in general are increasingly concerned about
the increase of traffic congestion in West Vancouver as a result of development, it
seems like a logical place to introduce a KPI that tracks congestion. Even though
Planning & Development together with Engineering review the traffic effect In the
immediate surrounding areas of a new development, it is the task group's
understanding that traffic studies do not consider the broader picture or resulting impact
on other areas, i.e. other than the immediate rezoned area. Ripple effects of a
development are often neglected. As some of the roads are under provincial jurisdiction,
the Impact on them might be ignored. However, the impact on residents is often
substantial (e.g. Taylor Way).
Therefore, as a starting point, and this is a long-term KPI, the task group recommends
tracking traffic congestion and gathering data on the travel times by vehicles (incl. public
transit vehicles) experienced by the District's residents. This data may be useful in
monitoring the traffic impact of new projects in the region and ultimately help project
changes In vehicular travel times when considering new projects. The application of this
data may also be useful in monitoring the impact of things like new transit Initiatives or
other changes designed to reduce the number of personal vehicles on the road.
Furthermore, the community Is starting to experience many significant technological and
social changes (smaller electric vehicles, autonomous vehicles, ridesharing, millennials'
interest in car ownership, etc.) that may affect future planning, if the impact of those
changes is understood.
Another really important use would be to make a predictive model, or a simulation
model, which could be used to anticipate change in traffic for a larger area. Knowing this
information, stakeholders can then evaluate expected changes in traffic patterns, plan
accordingly and also include this information during public consultations when
development permits and rezoning is requested.
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A detailed explanation of how measuring congestion In the District can be easily done is
provided in Appendix A. The outcome would be travel times between key destinations,
such as travel time from Dundarave to Park Royal or travel times from Horseshoe Bay
to Ambleside etc.
KPI: Traffic congestion changes - change in travel times by vehicles {incl. public transit
vehicles) between certain points In West Vancouver
It should be noted that Outside areas such as Squamish. ferry traffic, North Vancouver
traffic etc. will impact certain travel times. As this is not controllable by West Vancouver;
the change in travel times has to focus on decisions about developments within West
Vancouver.
As previously mentioned, the task group believes this is a KPI where Planning &
Development should work closely with Engineering to exchange ideas for future
Improvements.
Proposed KPls for Corporate Services

Question 16: How much do facilities cost the District of West Vancouver? (total costs:
incl. amortization and operating costs)

0

Facilities
The task group believes that an amortization amount of capital costs should be included
in the KPls, as the cost of capital required to build and maintain facilities should be
included when evaluating costs. We propose to focus on amortization plus operating
costs for facilities and efforts to save energy in line with the strategic goals of Council.
KPI: Total cost per square foot of facility on a yearly basis

Question 17: What is the reduction of energy usage in facilities, per square foot, that the
District's initiatives produce per year?
KPI: Energy use reduction/ square foot of facility
Energy use refers to both electric and natural gas energy use.
Information Technology

Question 18: How much do the IT systems cost per user?

0
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As new IT systems are procured, licenses issued and upgrades are ongoing, the task
group believes that total costs should be tracked. Also the actual operating costs of the
systems as to staff costs and various maintenance costs must be included. The task
group calls this Total Costs.
If Total Costs are divided by the number of users who can sign-in to the various
systems, (i.e. a "user' is defined as anyone who has received logins credentials), the
result is average IT cost per user.
KP!: Total cost per internal user
This measurement will both show what the operating costs are (software
lease/maintenance/support/upgrades etc.) as well as the impact of the users. (i.e. an
existing system with few users will Increase costs).
Proposed KPls for Parks, Culture and Community Services

..-.....
\... ..

As this Is the largest division with a number of interesting pieces of information that is
already published, the task group believes that it is important to extract certain KPls at a
high level.
The task group proposes to focus the Division's overall KPls on two major areas:
1. All "recreational" activities including community centres, seniors' centres,
pools, ice arena, golf courses, etc.
2. All parks and related activities such as beaches, playgrounds and sports
courts/fields, trails, trees, cabins and the activities tied to these such as
garbage, maintenance, plants, etc.
By providing a top view of this large division, task group members propose the following
two KPls.

Question 19: What are the Net Costs (after fee payments, but Including facility costs)
per user for recreational activities (inside facilities)?
All "recreational" activities

C

A. For group 1, there should be a reasonable way of determining number of visitors,
revenues from fees, and total costs. For total costs, the task group also
recommends including the energy costs and the operational costs of the facilities.
The recommended KPI would be the net cost (i.e. total cost of facility, operations
and support of the recreational activities with a deduction of revenue collected by
fees charged, divided by the number of total visitors).
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KPJ: Net cost/per visitor per annum
Question 20: How large are the costs for maintaining all parks, beaches and other
outside areas accessed by visitors, based on maintainable areas?
All parks and related activities
B. For group 2, it is more difficult to measure number of visitors. As the parks cover
large areas and the maintenance is focused on areas where visitors have
access, such as grassy areas, beaches, trails, parking, etc., the task group
proposes that a rough measurement of square meters is collected. However, for
a park with forest, the acreage should not be included, but rather the
maintainable surface, i.e. trails etc. where visitors walk and visit; or all accessible
areas. The task group proposes a KPI that reflects all operating costs related to
this area.
KPI: Total Costs/ per accessible square meters of parks, etc. as defined above.
Cost Transparency for All Divisions
In conclusion, the task group also feels it would be excellent information to review
various costs/household per division. Task group members have chosen per household
rather than per capita as it is a more representative number for residents.
This is purely reviewing the input costs, i.e. the resources used, without addressing the
output from each division, but it is interesting information for residents and Councillors.
It is a good financial efficiency measure provided that the output is acceptable to the
standards set by the District. Obviously, by just lowering costs, without understanding or
measuring the resulting implications, this cost cannot be viewed in isolation. This cost
could also easily be compared with other jurisdictions.
Another important measure is the cost recovery in the various divisions. Especially
within Parks, Culture & Community Services there are many fee~based services
provided. Therefore, the costs only affect the tax rates to a certain extent.
In the KPI Framework in Appendix 8, the task group has attempted to highlight these
costs as well as the cost recovery rates, where net costs, i.e. net of revenue, could be
calculated or shown.
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CONCLUSION
These twenty recommended KPls should be seen as the start of a long process. Lots of
discussion can be had if other KPls would be more suitable. However, the task group
feels that the most important part is that District staff start measuring these KPls and
tracking them, followed by dialogue about improvements and new ideas. Over time,
other KPls might be considered. Divisional directors might also want to track other KPls
within their divisions.
However, to achieve a top overview, which management, Councillors and residents (i.e.
all stakeholders) would benefit from, the task group recommends starting this process
with the recommended KPls as soon as possible.
These KPls must be explained within the organization and the data collection needs to
be started. It is important that staff that will be collecting data also understand how it will
be used, and that constant feedback is provided about results, In order to achieve
quality in data and motivation for staff.

C
~

.Chair

Key Performance Indicators Task Group

Appendices:
Appendix A: Traffic Congestion
Appendix B: KPI Framework
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APPENDIX A- KPI - TRAFFIC CONGESTION
Introduction
There is little doubt that traffic congestion has become a problem and, as development
continues, it is Important for the community's residents to understand the rate at which
their travel times are changing. The first step to understanding any phenomenon, of
course, is to figure out a way to measure It. This appendix will discuss one way that the
District could track the impact of congestion on its residents' travel time with very little
effo~.

Approach
Most people today are aware of Google Maps and many find a reason to use it on a dally.
basis. The most familiar use of Maps Is to figure out how to find an address and perhaps
get detailed directions on the best way to get there. More recently, drivers have been
looking to Maps to find out how long a trip will take and where they may experience
congestion along their chosen route. But few ever question how Google Is able to do this.
The answer is simple. This unique ability of Google Maps is thanks to everyone who gives
it real-time data to analyze traffic and road conditions. Most don't even know they are
doing this but, nevertheless, any iPhone that has Google Maps open and all Android
phones, with location services turned on, will be sending anonymous bits of data back to
Google for this very purpose. Hundreds of millions of phones at any one point in time.
This allows Google to analyze the total number of cars and how fast they're going on a
road at any given time and that includes West Vancouver roads.

Q

Knowing where the data can be found is one thing, but accessing it Is something quite
different. As luck would have it, Google introduced an application program interface (API)
a number of years ago for developers that wanted to develop applications based on
this data by calling the Google Maps API. In November of last year, they announced
that through the Google Maps Distance Matrix API they were making predictive travel
times available. This lets software developers add predictions about traffic conditions
to their application for any given date and time based on Google's historical data and
Its model. Fleet schedulers were among the first to utilize this feature to help plan
delivery schedules days In advance.
Because this Is a predictive model, the predictions are based on a large data set and an
algorithm, which should prevent outliers from unduly influencing the prediction. However,
the API can be tweaked somewhat by setting a parameter In the API request to: 1 ) bestg uess; 2); optimistic; or 3) pessimistic). With this knowledge, the working theory is that as
Jong as the predictive model Is stable and used in a consistent way, the algorithm will
always reflect non-transient changes In traffic congestion through its travel time
predictions.

0
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Implementation
So clearly there is potential here but it begs the question, how can Google Maps Distance
Matrix API be used to produce a meaningful KPI for the District. To answer this question,
the first step is to create a matrix of meaningful origin destination pairs (OD) that are
representative of trips made by the District's residents. To that end, it is necessary to
divide the district into a manageable set of geographic areas with comparable population
densities. The most expedient way to go about this is to look to Statistics Canada
(StatCan). By choosing one of their census areas, not only do they do the work of finding
comparable sized regions by population, but there ls the additional benefit of being able
to directly access demographic information for that area. For this project, StatCan's
Census Tracts (CTs) were chosen because they are small, relatively stable geographic
areas that usually have a population between 2,500 and 8,000 persons. The next step is
to identify a location within the CT that Is relatively close to the population centre, public
and recognizable to the reader. Eight such locations were identified that came closest to
meeting the criteria and can ·be seen In the table at the end of this appendix.

C

Identifying these locations then leads to figuring out what the travel times are to move
between these locations for any given time and date. Below is an example of an Excel
sheet that is populated with the results of 90 calls to the API (programmed on another
sheet) for October 21, 2016 at 4:45PM. It should be noted that this has two OD locations
not within the District's limits and were Included because of the number of trips they
generate to and from the various locations within the District. The reason for including
downtown Vancouver is relatively obvious, but the choice of Park and TIiford Is not so
ob_vious. It is really meant, in part, as a proxy for travel times to the Second Narrows
bridge, but perhaps there is a better choice.
Up to this point the discussion has revolved around the collection of travel time data, but
does not say anything about how a meaningful KPI could make use of it. One possible
way is to sample a particular week every month for six times a day for each day of the
week. At the end of each sample period, there would be 42 data points associated with
each OD pair, which would be added together and result in a single 1Ox1 O matrix
containing 90 data points. This matrix could be referred to as that period's Summary
Matrix. The Summary Matrices are expected to be relatively stable over short periods of
time although subject to certain seasonal impacts. Once a year's worth of Summary
Matrices has been collected it becomes easy to find a KPI that reflects how things are
changing. That KPI could be calculated by taking a recent Summary Matrix and
subtracting it from its corresponding Summary Matrix of the prior year. The resulting
matrix would have cells filled with positive, 0, or negative values for each OD pair. The
KPI could then use that data to, for example, calculate the % of regions in the district
experiencing greater travel times over the past year.
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Other Uses

0

Besides its application for KPls, this data has other applications of considerable benefit
to the District of West Vancouver. For example, when a major new project is brought on
stream (and nothing else has changed), the District can go back and look at the
Summary Matrices for both before and after the project's completion and then come to
some real world conclusions about how the project influenced travel times.
Another really important use would be to make a predictive model, or a simulation
model, which Is used for many planned projects in various areas, where the anticipated
change in traffic can be explored. Knowing this information, stakeholders can then
evaluate expected changes in traffic patterns, plan accordingly and also include this
information during public consultations when development permits and rezoning is
requested.

Note: See below a sample of an OD Matrix
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KPI Framework
•

The recommended framework replaces an earlier version - with revised
fonnatting and recognition that "goals, standards and scores" are not provided as
part of this mandate, but are recommended to be developed by staff and
management- nor are they used in the Toronto system, where the emphasis is
on year-to-year trends and comparison with municipalities in Ontario and
Canada. Nevertheless, the Ideal of providing goals and standards should be
possible for some activities in future.

•

The Framework numbers are tentative and will eventually require feedback from
the six divisions.

•

As well, the numbers must be checked with Financial Services. These tentative
numbers suffice to provide a "sense" of the system, its usefulness, and future
evolution.

•

Real numbers will, of course, make this work more Interesting and more likely to
result in implementation.

•

The Framework together with the recommended KPls provides the basis for a
District of West Vancouver KPI System - not intended "as is" for general
publication.

•

This Framework shows a comprehensive amount of numbers. It shows both
inputs and outputs, which eventually lead to the composition of the KPls that
should be measured.

•

In order to more easily follow the actual KP ls that are numbered by a question
number In the main document, the task group has also numbered these KPls in
the Framework.
As an example, Roadsffransportation; "Question 1: How do changes In O&M
costs for roads/transportation impact the road quality?" with the corresponding
KPI: "Ratio of O&M costs/%PQI", is referenced in the Framework with #1 which is
noted In red.

•

The KPls presented include both "standard" and "innovative" ones. A particularly
Innovative one (#15) provides a measure of traffic congestion. based on cell
phone tracking. The 20-minute figure shown in the Framework is an average of
travel times "across the District", within a particular sample time period. This KPI
should be seen as a long-tenn KPI to be implemented over time, as systems are
set up properly.

•

As noted in the report, "cost per department per household" is appearing under
each division. For Parks, Culture and Community Services, the task group has
also provided a best estimate of cost recovery. From these two numbers a net
cost could be calculated. Again, these costs are for infonnation and should be
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discussed in budget meetings and other financial forums, but not seen as
the KPls recommended by the task group.
•

The focus on the Framework numbers should first be on the cells with the red #
In them, which quantify the different KPI numbers as best as the task group
knows, or have estimated in case of lack of data or just kept empty, if task group
members do not know the values at all.
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Meaningful KPls are required to answer basic questions for three groups of customers; The Pubic. Coundt & &«ut~ Operations.

"A compiehensfve Rst of key performance Indicators Is required to measure and demonstrate thejinanda#pe,farmcrnce of the District", together with
a KPI Framl!WOrk applicable to Divisions and services/programs - Including metrics on costs, revenues (user/tax payer), service levels, efficiency.
Inputs are the resources requfred to operate a Division or activity- funds, staff, facilities. Key Inputs are shown.
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Coni,arlsons with other municipalities are sometimes possible, and are shown here for W-Van, N-Van-Olst, Metro-Van, whereavallable.

1. This Framework was prepared by West Vancouver's KP/ Task Group, to provide a structure for developing and lmpl ementfng a System o/ KPls for the District.
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9. The KPI Task Group's Report, with thls Framework, Is thefirstverslon of a West Vancouver KPISystem. It should evolve, with goals/standards added gradually.
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MEMORANDUM

Date:

October 30, 2016

To:

Finance Committee

From:

Reserves and Investments Task Group

Re:

Final Repgrt

Our File:

0116-20-RITG

RECOMMENDED:

1. THAT the final report dated October 30, 2016 from the Reserves & Investments
Task Group be received for information;

0

2. THAT the Draft Cash Management and Investment Policy (attached as Appendix
A) be forwarded to Council for approval;
3. THAT the Draft Cash Management and Investment Guidelines (attached as
Appendix B) be endorsed;
4. THAT Council give consideration to amending the terms of reference of the
Finance Committee to include a mandate to review Investment strategy,
performance and procedures on a regular basis and to advise as to whether the
District's investment management should be managed internally or contracted to
a third party from time to time;
5. THAT the Endowment Fund retain its endowment status, be funded at an
appropriate level (with consideration to be given to its initial level), have clear
operating guidelines established for Its use, and that the Finance Committee be
given a specific mandate to oversee and advise Council on the uses of this fund;
6. THAT the Finance Committee prepare a letter to the Minister of Community,
Sport, and Cultural Development, addressing the restrictive constraints placed by
the Community Charter on investments and recommending that amendments be
made to allow larger municipalities to access a greater range of investments, and
forward it to Council for endorsement; and

0
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westvancouver

Munlclpal Hall
main reception

750 17th Street West Vancouver British Columbia V7V 3T3
l 604-925-7000 e: info@westvancouver.ca westvancouver,ca
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Finance Committee
Reserves and Investments Task Group

Re:

Flnal Report

To:

Page; 2

0

7. THAT the Finance Committee recommend to Council that a motion addressing
the restrictive constraints placed by the Community Charter on municipal
investments, and recommending changes to these, be supported and foiwarded
to Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM) for consideration.
Purpose
To provide the Finance Committee with a final report on the work compreted
subsequent to the interim report dated June 20, 2016 (Appendix C), which was
submitted to the Finance Committee on July 19, 2016.
Background
Pursuant to Community Charter, section 141, Mayor Smith established the Reserves &
Investments Task Group to assist the Finance Committee in fulfilling its oversight
responsibilities related specifically to investment and reserve po1icies and practices as
outlined in the attached terms of reference (Appendix D).
The Task Group was originally established for a one-year term commencing August
2015 and was then granted an extension to November 2016 in order to allow sufficient
time to property address all aspects of its terms of reference.

Q

The Task Group's mandate Included:
1. Review of the following reserve funds:
nd Capital Facilities);
• Statutory funds {Endowment a_
• Non-statutory reserves (Infrastructure, Capital, Amenity Contributions,
Operating, Golf Development, Sewer Capital, Cemetery Development);
• Community Amenity Contributions; and
• Development Cost Charges.
2. Review of investment management activity:
• Investment policies and practices;
• Performance of investments; and
• Structure and asset mix of the investment portfolio.
The Task Group's Interim report to the Finance Committee, which focused on the
review done of the District's reserves, was presented on July 19, 2016.
At that meeting, the Finance Committee endorsed the following recommendations to be
forwarded to Council~

0
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Date:

October 30, 2016

To:

Finance Committee
Reserves and Investments Task Group
Final Report

From:
Re:

Page:3

1.

THAT Public Amenity Contribution Policy #02-80-30 be revised as part of the
Official Community Plan review;

2.

THAT Development Cost Charge Bylaw No. 3801, 1993 be revised; and

3.

THAT two separate statutory reserve funds be created by restructuring the
current Endowment Fund and creating a new Land Fund.

Upon further consideration, the Task Group feels that there should be more clarity as to
the acceptable uses of the Endowment Fund's assets. In the view of certain members,
recent uses of Endowment Fund assets (i.e. land transactions), were not consistent with
the intention of the fund. The Task Group felt that the endowment features of the Fund
should be preserved, with the requisite focus on the protection of capital. The Task
Group therefore, has the following additional recommendations:
1. THAT the Endowment Fund retain its endowment status, be funded at an
appropriate level (with consideration to be given to its initial level) and have
clear operating guidelines established for its use.
2. THAT a Board of Trustees be appointed with the mandate to provide
oversight to the Endowment Fund (consider membership consisting of
citizens and elected officials).
Staff subsequently advised that a Board of Trustees was not a viable option for a
statutory reserve fund as these funds are governed by the Community Charter. The final
recommendation is therefore to strengthen the oversight role of the Finance Committee
over the Endowment Fund.
Post-Interim Report Progress
Subsequent to the submission of the interim report to the Finance Committee, the Task
Group focused on the District's investment management activity, specifically:
•
•
•
•

investment policies and practices;
appropriate matching of investments with fund requirements;
performance of investments; and
structure and asset mix of the investment portfolio.

At the July 26, 2016 Task Group meeting, members were provided with a presentation
by Catherine Heath, Vice President Fixed Income for Leith Wheeler Investments
Counsel Ltd.
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Final Report

From;
Re:

Page:4

0

Ms. Heath's presentation covered several investment-related topics including
investment options and asset mixes for operating and endowment funds, historical
performance for different asset classes, advantages of senior bonds over GI C's,
dividend yields and forecast Interest rates.
The Task Group discussed performance and fees of the current MFA Funds in use by
the District and the best strategy for investing municipal funds. A proposal to have
separate investment strategies for operating funds and reserves versus longer-term
funds was discussed at length. The Task Group also considered the overall matching of
the Investment horizons of specific funds with the investments that are held within each
particular fund.
The Task Group felt strongly that alternatives to the MFA were available to the District
that could provide the opportunity to reduce overall costs. The current fee structure of
the MFA does not provide for tapering (i.e., reduction in fees as the asset value of the
portfolio exceeds specific threshold amounts).
Task Group members also considered whether the District should administer its
investment operations in-house or retain an external investment manager. With the size
of the District's investment portfolio and the uncertainty and volatility prevailing in the
investment environment, the Task Group felt that It would be prudent to consider
appointing an Investment Committee with oversight over the investment processes and
procedures. Therefore, the Task Group recommended:

Q

1. THAT consideration should be given to the creation of a permanent
Investment Committee, reporting to the Finance Committee, with a mandate
to review investment strategy, performance and procedures on a regular
basis and to advise as to whether the District's future investment
management should be handled internally or contracted to a third party.
However, staffs comment was that the creation of an additional committee would
probably not be supportable from a cost and staff-time allocation point of view, and that
this oversight mandate should therefore fall to the existing Finance Committee. The final
recommendation reflects this comment.
Additionally, at the July 26, 2016 meeting, members were provided with a copy of the
District's existing Guidelines for Investment Policy 02-30-152 (approved by Council in
1985). Other investment-related documents1 internally generated (not Councilapproved) were also circulated.
Members discussed the documents at length and determined the following:
1. THAT the Investment Guidelines should be updated; and
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October 30, 2016
Finance Committee
Reserves and Investments Task Group

Re:

Final Report

Date:

To:

0

Page:5

2. THAT reporting on investment performance be included in the quarterly
financial reports made by the Director of Financial Services to the Finance
Committee.
Recommendations 1 and 2 above are addressed In the draft Cash Management and
Investment Policy and draft Cash Management and Investment Guidelines.
The District's Financial Controller, R. Hayre, submitted a report to the Task Group
addressing the District's cash available for short-term investments that Mr. Hayre
discussed at length. Much discussion ensued with regards to the diversification of risk
within the investment portfolio and other options available to the District. It was noted
that current practice by other municipalities is to invest funds in credit unions for the
Increased returns being paid. This led the Task Group into further discussion about the
limitations imposed by the Community Charter on investments and the following
recommendation:
1. THAT a letter be drafted and submitted by the Finance Committee to
UBCM expressing the view that the current investment policies are
outdated and should be revised to current standards.

C

Staff advised that UBCM considers motions from Council, but that a letter could be sent
to the Minister of Community, Sport and Cultural Development on this subject. The final
recommendations reflect both of these options.
It was agreed at the August 23, 2016 meeting that the civilian members of the Task
Group would review the draft Investment Policy and Guidelines and would incorporate
best practices in an attempt to present more comprehensive, up-to-date documents at
the next meeting.
At the October 25, 2016 meeting, the Task Group members were provided with an
updated copy of the revised Investment Policy and Guidelines document which had
been reviewed by the Director of Financial Services prior to distribution. The following
sections were discussed at length:

0

•

Benchmarks - the Task Group felt that investment benchmarks should be
those of the Municipal Finance Authority as they are publicly available and
published on a regular basis. Benchmarks should also be established based
on the risk profile and duration of the related investment.

•

Internal Financing - the Task Group felt strongly that the Investment
Guidelines would provide for internal borrowing. Such borrowing should be
documented and repaid over a predetermined period at an interest rate
comparable to a commercially available instrument {i.e. a 10-year loan should
be matched with a 10-year bond rate).
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0

These points are addressed in the draft Cash Management and Investment Policy and
draft Cash Management and Investment Guidelines.
The Task Group did not review the District's historical investment performance,
however, it focused upon certain aspects that have a direct impact on investment
performance. The citizen members of the Task Group, all of whom have a high degree
of Investment experience and expertise, felt particularly strongly that the constraints
placed by the Community Charter on investments were overly restrictive and should be
updated to allow for investments that are more appropriate for the risk profile of
municipalities. The Task Group has the following recommendations:
1. That the Finance Committee prepare a motion and supporting report for
Council's consideration and forwarding to the UBCM addressing the restrictive
constraints placed by the Community Charter on investments and recommend
certain amendments be made.
2. That the Finance Committee conduct an annual review of the performance of the
District's investment portfolio, including comparisons to relevant benchmarks.
3. THAT investment benchmarks should be those of the Municipal Finance
Authority as they are publicly available and published on a regular basis.
Benchmarks should also be established based on the risk profile and duration of
the related investment.

Q

Recommendation 1, above, has been split in the final recommendations into two parts:
a motion from Councfl for consideration by UBCM, and a letter to the province on the
same topic.
Recommendations 2 and 3 above are addressed in the draft Cash Management and
Investment Policy and draft Cash Management and Investment Guidelines.

Councillor: Soprovich, Chair
...
Reserves and Investments Task Group
Appendices:
Appendix A:
Appendix B:
Appendix C:
Appendix D:
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Draft Cash Management and Investment Policy
Draft Cash Management and Investment Guidelines
Reserves and Investments Task Group Interim Report
Reserves and Investments Task Group Terms of Reference
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District of West Vancouver
CORPORATE POLICY
Financial Services
Policy t.'.'tfl ti#- ttfl#
CIS File: 0940-08

1.0

Purpose
1.1

The purpose of this policy is to provide guidance in the
management of District cash and the investment of the District's
monies.

1.2

It is the policy of the District of West Vancouver to :

1.3

2.0

Cash Management and
Investment Policy

a)

manage cash lo meet daily requirements; and

b)

invest all monies not required to meet daily requirements so
as to earn an appropriate return on investment to
supplement other District income and to enhance reserve
funding.

Funds are to be managed and invested in a manner which will
provide the optimal blend of investment return and security while
meeting the daily cash flow demands of the District and comp,Jying
with the statutory requirements of the Community Charter.

Scope
2.1

This policy applies to all monies generated by the District and
includes all funds within any of its distinct operating entities,
including utility funds, and any operational and statutory reserves
that may be established by the District from time to time.

2.2

This policy does not apply to monies held in trust which have
specific legal or statutory requirements for cash management,
disbursement, or investment, such as the cemetery perpetual care
fund.

1144877v5
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3.0

2

Definitions

3.1

In this policy:
"Director of Financial Services" means the officer of the District of
West Vancouver appointed to this position;
"District" means the District of West Vancouver;
"Funds" means amounts set aside from surplus or other revenues
or sources and designated by Council for specific uses;
"Guidelines" means the District's Cash Management and
Investment Guidelines### ##4#1# as they may be amended from
time to time;
"Investment Officer" means any person appointed or contracted to
manage the investment of District funds;
"MFA" means the Municipal Finance Authority of BC;
"Monies" means any cash or monetary instrument held in the care
of or managed by the District of West Vancouver on its own behalf,
and legally belonging to the District (i.e. not held 'in trust' for
others);
"Operating Entities" means self-balancing accounting units
established by the District in order to facilitate budgeting and
segregate the recording of transactions. Current examples include
operating funds (General fund, Golf fund), reserves {Endowment,
Public Art, Asset Management). and utilities (Water,
Sanitary/Storm);
"Reserves" means funds set aside pursuant to statutes in the
Community Charter, the use of which is regulated by the
Community Charter or other provincial or federal statute.

4.0

Delegation of Authority

4.1

Authority to manage the District's cash management and
investment program Is derived from Section 149 of the Community
Charlerwhich states:
149 One of the municipal officer positions must be assigned the
responsibility of financial administration, which includes the
following powers, duties and functions:

1144877v5
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3

0

(a) receiving all money paid to the municipality;
(b) ensuring the keeping of all funds and securities of
the municipality;
(c) investing municipal funds, until required, in
authorized investments;
(d) expending municipal money in the manner
authorized by the council;
(e) ensuring that accurate records and full accounts of
the financial affairs of the municipality are
prepared, maintained and kept safe;

(f) exercising control and supervision over all other
financial affairs of the municipality.
4.2

5.0

Responsibility for the cash management and investment program
is hereby delegated to the Director of Financial Services.

General Directions
5.1

Consolidation - all District monies covered by this policy will be
managed on a consolidated basis to ensure the best possible
return.

5.2

Currencies - short term cash and investment balances in other
than Canadian dollars may be held solely to satisfy forecasted
payment obligations or for approved hedging purposes.

5.3

Prudence - investments shall be made with judgment and care,
under circumstances then prevailing.

5.4

Standard of Prudence - the standard of prudence to be used by
investment officers shall be the "prudent person" standard, which
persons of prudence, discretion, and intelligence exercise In the
management of their own affairs.

5.5

Indemnification - investment officers acting In accordance with this
investment policy and the District's established Cash Management
and Investment Guidelines, and exercising due diligence, shall be
relieved of personal responsibility for an individual security's credit
risk or market price changes, provided deviations from expectations
are reported in a timely fashion in accordance with the established
Guidelines, and that appropriate action is taken to control adverse
developments.

0

0
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·O

5.6

6.0

Investment- taking monies from the District's bank account and
placing such monies into an allowable investment Instrument or
MFA investment vehicle in order to receive an economic return
greater than would be available by leaving the funds in the District's
bank account.

Investment Objectives
6.1

C.

4

A conservative management strategy based upon the following
fundamental objectives shall be employed:
a}

Safety and Preservation of Capital - the preservation of
capital is paramount and is accomplished through the
placement offunds with Institutions determined to have the
highest credit worthiness.

b)

Liquidity- a portion of the investment portfolio will remain
sufficiently liquid to enable the District to meet all operating
requirements which might be reasonably anticipated.
Investment terms will be structured in such a way as to
ensure cash flow needs are met.

c)

Return on Investments - the investment portfolio shall be
designed with the objective of maximizing the return on
investment after considering both safety and preservation of
capital as well as liquidity. All investment decisions will be
made within the established policy limits.

d)

Benchmarks- the purpose of benchmarking In relation to
this policy is to provide a means to measure the
appropriateness and success of the various investment
strategies used for different classes of District financial
assets. Benchmarks will be established as part of the
District's Cash Management and Investment Guidelines #11#-

## ###.
e)

No Speculation - in no circumstance, should the District
engage in any investing activity that would be considered
speculative based on conservative principles of investment
management.

C.
1144877v5
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7.0

8.0

5

Conflict of Interest
7.1

Investment officers shall refrain from personal business activity that
could conflict with proper execution of the investment program or
which could impair, or could appear to a reasonable person to
impair, their ability to make impartial Investment decisions.

7 .2

Any employee, contractor, or other person acting as an Investment
officer for the District shall disclose to the District Municipal Clerk
any material financial interests in financial institutions and/or
investment dealers that conduct business with the District.

0

Allowable Investments
8.1

Allowable investments for municipalities are restricted by
Community Charter Section 183, which states:
183 Money held by a municipality that is not immediately required
may only be invested or reinvested In one or more of the
following:
(a) securities of the Municipal Finance Authority;
(b) pooled investment funds under section 16 of
the Municipal Finance Authority Act;

0

(c) securities of Canada or of a province;
(d) securities guaranteed for principal and interest
by Canada or by a province;
(a) securities of a municipality, regional district or
greater board;

(f) investments guaranteed by a chartered bank;
(g) deposits in a savings institution, or non-equity
or membership shares of a credit union;
(h) other investments specifically authorized under
this or another Act.

9.0

Reporting
9.1

The Director of Financial Services is charged with the responsibility
of reporting to Council on investment holdings as part of the
Quarterly Financial Report. This report shall include a summary that
presents the status of the current investment portfolio.

1144877v5
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0

9.2

10.0

6

Any deviations from this policy must be reported to Council as soon
as the Director of Financial Services becomes aware of them.
Should the portfolio become incompliant due to circumstances
beyond the control of the District, such as amalgamations of
financial Institutions or re-rating of security issuers, the Director of
Financial Services will immediately notify Council of the reason for
the incompliance and the strategy that will bring it back within
compliance as soon as reasonably possible.

Cash Management and Investment Policy Adoption
10.1

The District's Cash Management and Investment policy shall be
adopted by Council. The Finance Committee shall review the policy
annually and make recommendations to Council if it is determined
that any changes to the policy are required.

10.2

Council must approve any modifications to the Cash Management
and Investment policy.

0

Approval Date:
Month, day, year

Approved by:
Council

{space for signatures)

0
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District of West Vancouver

Cash Management and Investment
Guidelines
Policy Number, Year

0

Effective Date:

0
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District of West Vancouver
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
Financial Services
Related Policy: lfffh' ti# fi#!f
CIS File: 0940-08

1.0

Purpose
1.1

These guidelines are designed to:
a)

support the implementation of the District's Cash
Management and lr:lVestment Policy, ###'It#####;

b)

provide direction on the management of District cash;

c)

provide clear investment para!lleters and limitations to
support the District In meeting its defined investment
objectives;

d)

designate responsibility for Investing and reporting; and

e)

define required investment controls and processes.

0
2.0

Cash Management and
Investment Guidelines

Definitions
2.1

In this administrative procedure:
"CAO" means the Chief Administrative Officer of the District of
West Vancouver;
"District" means the District of West Vancouver;
"Director" means the Director of Financial Services of the District of
West Vancouver;
"Funds" means amounts set aside from surplus or other revenues
or sources and designated by Council for specific uses;
"Investment Officer" means any person appointed or contracted to
manage the investment of District funds;

0
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2

"Monies" means any cash or monetary instrument held in the care
of or managed by the District of West Vancouver on its own behalf,
and legally belonging to the District (i.e. not held 'in trust' for
others);

0

"MFA" means the Municipal Finance Authority of BC;
"MFA Funds" means the investment funds available to participant
municipalities through MFA;
"Operating Entities" means the self-balancing accounting units
established by the District in order to facilitate budgeting and
segregate the recording of transactions. Current examples include
operating funds (General fund, Golf fund), reserves (Endowment,
Public Art, Asset Management), and utilities (Water,
Sanitary/Stenn);
"Policy" means the District's "Cash Management and Investment
Polley" as it may be amended from time to time; and
"Reserves" means funds set aside pursuant to statutes in the
Community Charter, the use of which is regulated by the
Community Charter or other provincial or federal statute.

3.0

4.0

Responsibility of the Director
3.1

The Director of Financial Services is responsible to administer the
District's Cash Management and Investment Policy and ensure
confonnance to these guidelines.

3.2

The Director of Financial Services is responsible for all transactions
undertaken and shall establish a system of controls to regulate the
activities of subordinate employees.

0

Management of Funds
4.1

These guidelines are intended to provide guidance in the
management of the District's cash and invested monies to any
investment officer of the District. They apply to both internal and
external investment management.
·

4.2

The District may choose to manage investments internally, by using
a member of staff as an investment officer, or externally, by either
availing itself of the MFA funds, or by contracting services with an
external provider of investment services.

0
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4.3

5.0

5.~

Allowable investments for the District are outlined in the Cash
Management and Investment Policy ### ## ###.

5.2

Within the established parameters, the quality of fixed income
Investments is defined as:

5.4

6.0

The District may use a combination of internal and external
investment management, at the discretion of the Director.

Allowable Investments

5.3

0

3

a)

securities with a maturity date of one year or less must be
rated by at least one of the rating agencies with a minimum
of R-1 or BBB- or equivalent rating;

b)

securities with a maturity date of longer than one year must
be rated by at least one of the rating agencies with a
minimum of BBB- or equivalent rating; and

. c)

the rating used will be the average rating used by two of the
three ratings agencies.

Rating agencies referred to in Section 5.2 are:
a)

Dominion Bond Rating Service (DBRS);

b)

Standard & Peer's (S&P); or

c)

Moody's.

In the event the rating of a security held by the District Is
downgraded below the minimum acceptable rating, no new
investments may be made in that security, but existing investments
may be retained or disposed of at the discretion of the Director with
the approval of the CAO, giving full consideration to market
conditions at the time and the liquidity/price level of the security.

Internal Investment Management
6.1

Assuming that the District chooses to manage all or a portion of its
investments internally, a list will be maintained of approved financial
institutions and investment dealers authorized to provide
investment transaction opportunities.

0
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7.0

6.2

In order to be approved, all qualified bidders for investment
transaction opportunities will be members In good standing of the
Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) or
its successor and will provide certification of having read and
understood Cash Management and Investment Policy ###--## ###
and Cash Management and Investment Guidelines### ## ###.

6.3

Internal investment officers must familiarize themselves with and
must abide by the CFA lnstitute's Code of Ethics & Standards of
Professional Conduct.

7 .1

If a decision is made to use an external investment management
service, other than MFA, the Director of Financial Services shall
conduct a service acquisition process consistent with the District's
Purchasing Policy, consisting at a minimum of a Request for
Expression of Interest for provision of investment services,
consideration of no less than three (3) options from those
submitted, and entrance into a contractual relationship as defined
and determined by these guidelines.

7 .2

In order to be approved, all qualified bidders for the provision of
external investment management services must:
a)

be members in good standing of IIROC or its successor;

b)

provide certification of having read and understood Cash
Management and Investment Policy### ## ### and Cash
Management and Investment Guidelines ### ## ###; and

c)

provide evidence that any investment manager who will be
handling District funds is familiar with and will abide by the
CFA lnstitute's Code of Ethics & Standards of Professional
Conduct.

0

The Director of Financial Services shall be responsible for ensuring
that any firm so engaged fulfills its mandate in accordance with the
contractual obligations negotiated which shall be consistent with the
District's Cash Management and Investment Policy and Cash
Management and Investment Guidelines.

Portfolio Constraints
8 .1

To the extent possible, the District of West Vancouver will match its
investments with anticipated cash flow requirements to the next
taxation due date.

1148549\15
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5

8.2

Monies required for immediate use shall be maintained in one of
the District's bank accounts. In order to maintain proper records
and control over cash, all cash or other financial instruments
received by the District shall be placed in one of the District's bank
accounts as expeditiously as possible. Other than authorized petty
cash funds, no District funds are to be held outside of these
accounts. Investment of cash, if appropriate, will be made by
disbursement from the District bank account.

8.3

Working capital- monies required within one year s~all be
maintained In a short term fund. Short term funds may be invested
in term deposits, bank paper, or securities with a maximum maturity
of one year. Securities callable within one year are eligible for
inclusion in the short term fund.

8.4

Contingent Funds - monies which are or may be required within
two years, or may be required to meet contingent liabilities, shall be
maintained in an intermediate fund. Short term funds may be
invested in term deposits, bank paper, or securities with a
maximum maturity of two years. Securities callable within two years
are eligible for inclusion in the intermediate fund.

8.5

Bond Fund - monies held in reserve and not required to meet
foreseeable or contingent requirements In the next two years, may
be invested in a bond portfolio. The District will not directly invest in
securities maturing more than ten (10) years from the date of
purchase, but may invest in a bond fund containing longer bonds.

8.6

Constraints on issuer/financial Institutions for the combined portfolio
are defined as:

··--·

'

a)

minimum 50% Federal/Provincial government Issuer or
Federal/Provincial government guarantee (Crown
Corporations);

b)

maximum 25% Schedule 1 Bank;

c)

maximum 25% Schedule 2 Bank/Credit Union;

d)

no more than 10% of the market value of the total portfolio
maybe invested in the securities of a single issuer, other
than the Canadian Federal treasury.

C
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9.0

Benchmarks
9.1

The benchmarks used shall be the most current MFA published
benchmarks. MFA benchmarks are published monthly. The use of
these benchmarks shall be reviewed annually in conjunction with
the overall investment portfolio review.

9.2

For working capital investments, the benchmark shall be the MFA
Money Market benchmark. Currently, this is:
a)

9.3

9.4

to exceed the DEC 30 Day Treasury Bill index by 15 basis
points, net of all expenses.

to achieve a total -return of 30 basis points over the one-year
DEC 365 Day Treasury Bill Index, net of all expenses.

For bond funds, the benchmark shall be the MFA Bond Fund
benchmark. Currently, this Is:
a)

9 .5

to achieve a return of 40 basis points over the DEX Short
Term Bond Index, net of all expenses.

For each category of investment, the strategy shall seek to equal or
exceed the benchmark.

0

Safekeeping and Custody
10.1

All securities trades will be executed through an approved list of
brokers and delivery is to take place at an authorized and approved
safekeeper for proper custodianship. Securities will be held by a
third party custodian as evidenced by safekeeping receipts and
records. All transaction settlements will be maintained through the
safekeeper in the Central Deposit System (CDS) as a book entry
purchase.

10.2

Authorization - the third party custodian shall not accept delivery or
payment without prior authorization and instructions from the
District.

10.3

Evidence - all transactions shall be evidenced by a contract advice
from the investment dealer. as well as a settlement advice from the
third party custodian.

10.4

Registration - all securities that are in registerable form shall be
registered in the name of the District of West Vancouver, or the
nominee of the District's third party custodian.

1148549v5
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For contingent funds, the benchmark shall be the MFA Intermediate
Fund benchmark. Currently, this is:
a)

10.0
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11.0

7

Internal Control
11.1

An internal control structure, designed to ensure that assets of the
District are protected from loss, theft or misuse, shall be
established and maintained by the Director of Financial Services.

11.2 The internal control structure shall be designed to provide
reasonable assurance that the objectives of the District's Cash
Management and Investment Guidelines are met. The concept of
reasonable assurance recognizes that costs of a control should not
exceed the benefits likely to be derived.

11.3 The external auditors will, as part of their annual audit program,
review the internal control procedures to ensure compliance with
these Cash Management and Investment Guidelines ## #### and
the related Cash Management and Investment Policy ## ####.

12.0

Internal Financing

12.1

The District may, from time to time, as approved by Council
resolution, internally finance borrowings for capital projects.

12.2 Such borrowing shall be documented, and must be repaid, over an

C

agreed-upon term, at a rate comparable to a commercially available
instrument. For example, repayment of a10 year loan should be
calculated using a 10 year bond rate.

13.0

Cash Management and Investment Portfolio Review

13.1

The District's cash management and investment portfolio,
guidelines, and investment performance shall be reported annually
by the Director of Financial Services to the District's Finance
Committee.

13.2 The Director of Financial Services shall review the Cash
Management and Investment Guidelines annually and make
recommendations to the Finance Committee if it is determined
that any changes to the Guidelines are required.

Approval Date:
Month, day, year

Approved by:
Executive Committee

(space for signatures)

Member(s)

0
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MEMORANDUM

Date:

June 20, 2016

To:

Finance Committee

From:

Reserves & Investments Task Group

Re:

Interim Report

Our File: 0116-20-AITG

RECOMMENDED:
THAT the interim report dated June 20, 2016 from the Reserves and Investments
Task Group, be received for informatfon.
Purpose

To provide the Finance Committee with an interim report on work completed to date by
the Reseives and Investments Task Group.

0

Background

Pursuant to Community Charter, section 141, Mayor Smith established the Reserves
and Investments Task Group to assist the Finance Committee in fulfilling its oversight
responsibilities related specifically to investment and reserve policies and practices as
outlined in the attached terms of reference (Appendix A) .
The Task Group was originally established for a one year term commencing August
2015, and was then granted an extension to November 2016 In order to allow sufficient
time for preparation of the Task Group's final report to the Finance Committee. At the
April 19, 2016 Reserves and Investments Task Group meeting, members agreed to
submit an interim report to the Finance Committee on progress to date.
Progress Report

After a short period of procedural delay, the Task Group commenced on February 23,
2016 with the flrst order of business being the election of Councillor W . Soprovich as
Chair and Ms. J. Guenther as Vice Chair. The Task Group then proceeded to review the
terms of reference and establish a work plan.

0
westvancouver
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Interim Report

At the March 29, 2016 Task Group meeting, members reviewed the Public Amenity
Contribution policy and the Development Cost Charge policy with J. Bailey, Director of
Planning and Development Services and I. Gordon, Director of Financial Services. The
policy review involved discussion related to the current policies and practices of similar
municipalities, alternative policy options, and allocation of funds based on needs
assessment and Council priorities. The Task Group also considered the provincial
government's best practice guides for both Community Amenity Contribution and
Development Cost Charge policy development.
On April 19, 2016 the Task Group completed their review of the Public Amenity
Contribution (Appendix B) and Development Cost Charge (Appendix C) policies and
agreed that both policies would benefit from revision to ensure that they reflect current
best practices and legislation.
To that end, the Reserves and Investments Task Group passed the following
resolutions for the Finance Committee's consideration:

C

THAT the Finance Committee consider the Reserves and Investments Task
Group recommendation that Public Amenity Contribution Policy (#02-80-30) be
revised as part of the Official Community Plan review.
THAT the Finance Committee consider the Reserves and Investments Task
Group recommendation that Development Cost Charge Bylaw No. 3801 1 1993 be
revised.
At the June 28, 2016 Task Group meeting, members reviewed the Endowment Fund
(Appendix D) and concluded that the Fund is currently functioning with differing
purposes - an endowment purpose and a land purpose. Members agreed that the
Endowment Fund should retain its 'endowment' features but would benefit from
restructuring to improve upon its objective of preservation of capital with an emphasis
on transparency and accountability. Task Group members also agreed that the creation
of a new Land Fund would allow the municipality to more effectively transact in land in
order to provide services, develop the community, and serve the public interest.
The following resolution was passed for the Finance Committee's consideration:
THAT the Finance Committee consider the Reserves and Investments Task
Group recommendation that two separate statutory reserve funds be created by
restructuring the current Endowment Fund and creating a new Land Fund.

C)
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0

At the June 28 meeting, the Task Group also reviewed the current status of the nonstatutory reserves and agreed that further examination is necessary to ensure that each
reserve is reievant to current operations. This examination will take place at a future
Task Group meeting.
Next Steps
Over the next several months, the Reserves and Investments Task Group will review
the District's investment management activity, with a focus on:
•
•
•
•

investment policies and practices;
appropriate matching of investments with fund requirements;
performance of investments; and
structure a nd asset mix of the investment portfolio.

Recommendations regarding the District's investment management activity will be
presented to the Finance Committee for consideration at their November 22, 2016
meeting in conjunction with the Task Group's final report.

0
Gou~~
Reserves and Investments Task Group
Appendix A: Reserves and Investments Task Group Terms of Reference
Appendix B: Memo titled "Community Amenity Contributions (CACs)" from the Director
of Planning and Development Services
Appendix C: Memo titled "Development Cost Charge Allocations and Proposed
Expenditure Bylaws" from the Director of Financial Services
Appendix D: Memo titled "Review of Endowment Fundj!I from the Director of Financial
Services

0
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Reserves and Investments Task Group
Terms of Reference
Policy 02-30-358 (2015)

Effective Date: July21, 2015

Consolidated for Convenience Only
For convenience, the original policy (or "parenr policy) has been updated to include the
amendments. This consolidation is for convenience only. The original policy and
amendments should be consulted for all interpretations and applications of the policy.

Original Policy:
02-30-358

Effective Date:
July 21, 2015

Amendments:
02-30-358
02-30-358

Effective Date:
December 3, 2015
March 30, 2016

Amendments to the original policy are shown in the margin of this consolidation.

C
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CONSOLIDATED TERMS OF REFERENCE
District of West Vancouver
CORPORATE POLICY
Council Committee
Terms of Reference

Financial Services Division
Policy 02-30-358
File: 0116-20-FIN

.

Reserves and Investments
Task Group

Purpose

1.0

The Reserves and Investments Task Group ·,s an advisory group to assist
the Finance Committee to fulfHI its oversight responsibilities related
specifically to Investment and reserve policies and practices. The Task
Group's recommendations will be reported to the Finance Committee.

Policy
2.0

0

Duties
21

The Task Group will review each reserve fund as follows:
a)

Statutory Funds
•
Endowment Reserve·,
•
Capital Facilities Reserve

b)

Non-Statutory Reserves
•
Infrastructure Reserve;
•
Capital Reserves ;
•
Amenity Contributions Reserve;
•
Operating Reserves;
•
Golf Development Reserve;
•
Sewer Cap!tal Reserve;
•
Cemetery Development Fund;

c)

Community Amenity Contributions; and

d)

Deve[opment Cost Charges

westvancouver
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3.0

APPENDIX A
Reserves and Investments Task Gro4p Terms of Reference
Page 2

The Task Group will review investment management activity as
follows:
a)

Investment policies and practices;

b)

Performance of investments; and

c)

Structure and asset mix of the investment portfolio.

2.3

The Task Group will review all relevant background documents and
similar documents and practices in other jurisdictions, including
relevant legislation and bylaws.

2.4

The Task Group will report its recommendations to the Finance
Committee.

Origin of Work
To assist the Finance Committee to fulfill its oversight responsibilities
related specifically to investment and reserve policies and practices.

4.0

Membership
4.1

\ __
Secdon 4 1(1) ameneled
Oecamber 3. 2015

5.0

Section 6 1 amended
Mare/I 30, 2D16

C

a)

A minimum of two Council members;

b)

A maximum of three volunteers.

4.2

Staff Liaison: as determined by the Chief Administrative Officer.

4.3

The Chair must be a Council member. A Vice-Chair shall be
elected from among the members.

Quorum
5.1

6.0

Voting members are appointed by the Mayor as follows:

A quorum Is a majority of the voting members, at least half of
which must be Council members.

Term

6.1

The term for the Task Group shall be 15 months, commencing in
August 2015.

westvancouver
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8.0
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0

Meeting Schedule and Meeting Location

7.1

The meeting schedule shall be determined by the Chair, in
conjunction with Task Group members.

7.2

Task Group meetings shall be held in a District facility.

Rules of Procedure
Meetings shall be conducted in accordance with the General Council
Committees Policy, the Council Procedure Bylaw, and the Community
Charter.

9.0

Support Services
A designated staff person will provide support services.

10.0

Conflict of Interest
Members shall declare possible conflicts of interest to the Chair and the
Task Group. (The General Council Committees Policy references conflict
of interest.)

Approved: July 21, 2015

Approved by: Mayor Smith

Amended: December 3, 2015

Approved by: Mayor Smith

0

[Amendment to section 4.1(a} to change from
"A minimum of two Council members from the
Finance Committee• to "A minimum of two
Council membersj

Amended: March 30, 2016

Approved by: Mayor Smith

{Amendment to section 6.1 to change term from
12 to 15 mcnths1
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MEMORANDUM

Our File:

13.2517

Date:

April 18, 2016

To:

Reserves and Investments Task Group

From:

Jim Bailey, Director of Planning and Development Services
David Hawkins, Manager of Community Planning

Re:

Community Amenity Contributions (CACs)

A review of West Vancouver's CAC policy (attached) is anticipated. While this is a
stand-alone policy, i.e. outside of the Official Community Plan (OCP), discussions about
the impacts and benefits of new development are fundamental aspects of community
planning, and so consideration of a revised CAC policy should be conducted under the
umbrella of the ongoing OCP review. This memo outlines the legislative context, the
District's current policy, provincial guidelines, and other options/ practices.

,.....
Legal Context
The Local Government Act (LGA) enables municipalities to acquire amenities and / or
affordable housing through in-kind or cash in-lieu contributions. Section 482 allows
zoning bylaws to include the option of additional (bonus) density, subject to specific
conditions which can include the provision of amenities and/ or affordable housing
(which is then typically secured through a Section 483 Housing Agreement). Section
516 enables municipalities to enter into a phased development agreement, which may
also include the provision of amenities.
Current DWV Polley
The District's Public Amenity Contribution Policy (adopted 2007), defines amenity
contributions (e.g. child care, public realm enhancements, housing) and outlines how
they can be secured, consistent with the provisions of the LGA described above. The
policy does not, however, specify an expected value of the contribution. District practice
has been to negotiate a CAC (in-kind or cash) equivalent to 75% of the increase In land
value attributable to the change in development rights for the project in question.
determined through third-party assessment.
Provincial Guidelines
Recent provincial guidelines (2014) recommend key principles to guide how
municipalities obtain CACs:

1098024v1
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Reserves and Investments Task Group
Jim Bailey, Director of Planning and Development Services
David Hawkins, Manager of Commuriity Planning

Re:

Community Amenity Contributions (CACs)

•

•
•

Page:2

Planning for CACs: CAC policies should be developed in conjunction with OCPs
and be "forward looking" to ensure that potential contributions respond to
development impacts and meet the community's priorities/ needs.
Nexus and Proportionality: There should be a demonstrable and proportional link
between the CACs and the impact and scale of new development.
Transparency: Local governments should be transparent about CACs and how
they will be used, so the community understands the benefits of new
development and developers can determine project viability.

The provincial guidelines recommend two approaches for obtaining amenities (in order}:
1. "Pre.zone" land to a fixed density bonus zone, where developers may build to
either the "base" density or to a higher density if specified amenities/ affordable
housing are provided .
2. Set preferred CAC amounts or targets (e.g. a "rate'' on a per square foot basis)
and be open to negotiation at time of rezoning.
Negotiating CACs based on the "lift" in land value (current DWV practice} is not
recommended due to its assumed complexity and uncertainty.

Options/ Practices
In practice, universally pre-zoning or setting a blanket "fixed ra te" CAC can be
challenging where the individual merit and unique land economics of increased density
on a specific (often large· or complex) project can be better considered through an
individual rezoning application. For this reason, many municipalities (e.g. City of
Vancouver, District of North Vancouver) adopt a "hybrid" approach that includes:
•
•

•
•

''Pre-zoning" areas where certainty of development is desired and where
anticipated amenities are not complex.
Establishing a "fixed-rate· CAC per square foot of net new floor space for defined
areas or standardized building types, where redevelopment is not anticipated to
be significant or complex.
Preparing neighbourhood or centre specific CAC policies and public benefits
strategies where unique existing conditions and planning objectives exist.
Identifying expectations to negotiate 70-80% of the increase in land value when
rezoning in areas undergoing significant change, where in-kind amenities are
desired, and where developments are of a significant scale.

Provinctal guidelines, available options / practices, and the legislative context would all
be considered in reviewing West Vancouver's CAC policy (anticipated 2016/7).

Recommendation
THAT the District's Community Amenity Contribution Policy be updated as part of the ·
Official Community Plan review.
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Planning Lands & Permits Division
Policy #02-80-303
File: 0282-20-303

Public Amenity
Contribution Policy

1.0

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this policy is to define in policy form a public amenity
contribution framework for the District of West Vancouver.

1.2

Definitions:

a)

"Community Benefit" refers to the overall contribution that a new
development could make to the community- i.e., how well a
proposal responds to OCP policies, and contributes to enhancing
community livability by providing basic services, mitigation actions,
and public amenities.

b)

A "Public Amenity" is a feature that improves the quality of life in
the community, over and above the basic development; and may
fall within a broad range of categories including: public realm
enhancements, arts and cultural facilities, public art, parks and
environment, heritage conservation, greater housing choice, and
adaptable design features, child care facilities, and similar features
or facilities.
A public amenity contribution is one type of community benefit from
new development.

2.0

Polley

2.1

Community Benefit Objectives
All new development shall meet the community goals outlined in the OCP,
and provide the following:

( __

a)

basic services to accommodate the development;

b)

works to centreline of abutting streets;

c)

mitigation actions to address any direct negative impacts on the
community; and

Document # 282880v3
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2.2

Public Amenity Contribution Policy
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0

under certain condltions, as outlined in Section 2.3, the provision of
public amenities or a financial contribution toward the cost of such
amenities.

Provision of Infrastructure Services
The requirements for basic services, works to centreline and mitigation
actions to be provided by the property owner will be determined during the
development application process.

2.3

Public Amenities

A public amenity contribution is provided:

2.4

a)

As part of a site-specific rezoning;

b)

As part of an amenity bonus provision in the Zoning Bylaw; and

c)

When considering significant variances from zoning regulations.

Securing Amenity Contributions
Public amenities can be secured through one or more of the following
methods:

1. A comprehensive phased development agreement, under proposed

0

Section 905.1 of the Local Government Act, which Includes the
contribution of amenities;

2. Zoning for amenities and affordable housing, under Section 904 of
the Local Government Act;

3. A housing agreement for affordable and special needs housing,
under Section 904 and/or 905 of the Local Government Act;
4. As articulated in the terms of a sale agreement for projects
involving the disposition of an interest in land owned by the District;
or

5. Other methods as recommended by the Municfpal Solicitor.
2.5

Type and Scale of Public Amenity Contributions
A description of public amenity categories may be identified by Council, or
determined through a community planning process for a specific area of
the municipality. The appropriate scale of public amenity contributions
shall reflect, in part, the size of the project and its impacts on the
community; how well it responds to OCP and other policy objectives; and

Document # 282880v3
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factors impacting project viability, such as extraordlnary risk or difficulty of
land assembly.
In the case of Section 904 zoning-based bonus density, the value of the
amenity being provided shall reflect a percentage of the increased value of
the land associated with the bonus density, or other value determined by
Council (for example, on a 'per buildable square foot' basis).
In the case of larger area plans for new development (e.g., Rogers Creek
in the Upper Lands, or an 'Evelyn Drive' type project), the use of
comprehensive phased development agreements may be considered, with
overall benefits and amenities, or the cash equivalent for same, provided
as a result of the larger area planning discussions.
In regard to amenfty zon ing, Council shall have discretion in determining
whether in-kind amenities or a cash contribution in respect of the amenity
is to be provided. If cash is contributed, it will be deposited to an amenity
reserve fund If not going Immediately to pay for the amenity.

(
'·--

Approval Date:
December 03, 2007

(_

Approved by:
Council

Document # 282880v3
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MEMORANDUM
Date:
To:

April 6, 2016
Reserves and lnvesbnents Task Group

From:

I. Gordon, Director of Financial Services

Re:

Development Cost Charge Allocations and Proposed
Expenditure Bylaws

Our File: 0116-20-RITG

Development Cost Charges (DCCs) are Intended to otrset capital costs of offslte
services necessitated by development. DCCs are charged equally to all new
development in the municipality and are restricted to ofrslte services for roads, drainage,
sewers,.water and parkland.

.

1•.

The table in Appendix 1 illustrates how development cost charge funds are allocated
and provides some historical context with respect to the annual charges collected,
Interest ea med and use of DCCs for capital works. As of December 31 , 2015, the
District of West Vancouver had $22.4
million In available DCC funds as
Illustrated In the pie chart broken down
by service category.

0

The expenditure ,of DCC funds requires
bylaw approval. In 2016 the District of
West Vancouver plans to use $1 .3
mlllion of DCC funds collected to fund
eligible capital works. Included as
Appendix 2 are the proposed 2016
Development Cost Charge Expenditure
Bylaws.

Appendix 1: Historical Development Cost Charge Activity
Appendix 2: Proposed 2016 Development Cost Charge Expenditure Bylaws
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DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER
750 17TH STREET WEST IIANCOUVER ec VII/ 3T3

COUNCIL REPORT
Date:
From:
Sublect:
FIie:

March 24, 2016
Isabel Gordon, Director of Financfal Services
Proposed 2016 Oevelooment Cost Charae Exoenditure Bvlaws
0895-01

RECOMMENDATION
THAT

1· Proposed uoevelopment Cost Charge {Underground Wiring) Expenditure
Bylaw No. 4896, 2016~, be read a first, second and third time; and
2· Proposed ·oevelopment Cost Charge (Parks) Expenditure Bylaw No· 4900·
201a•, be read a first, second and third time.

1.0

Purpose

0

The purpose of this report is to lntro~u~e expe.nditure bylaws authorizing
the use of Develop,nent Cost Charge (DCC) funds collected for parks and
underground wiring for projects qualified to be carried out using these
funds.

(

2.0

Executive Summary
ThEJ District'~ 2Q1B-2p2o Five Year Financial Plan provides for specific
~pes of projects·to be·funded from the development cost charge funds
coll~cted by the District-·1n the past, such expenditures have been
COQS~ered to bei a,-ithorized by the passage of the Financial Plan bylaw;
however, best practice Is to have a specific bylaw authorizing DCC
expenditures., Ttils provides the greatest level of transparency and
accountabllity In the use of these funds, which have been collected In the
course of development for the purpose of funding specific works and
services.

3.0

Legislation/Bylaw/Policy
Implementation, collection, and expenditure of development cost charge
funds are govemed by Division 19 of the Local Government Act.
Division 19, Section 566, states:

Use of Development Cost Charges

566(2) Money in development cost charge reserve funds, together with
interest on it. may be used only for the following:

west \Ol'1COUVef
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(a) to pay the capital costs of providing, constructing, altering or
expanding sewage, water, drainage, and highway facilities, other
than off-street parking, that relate directly or indirectly to the
development in respect of which the charge was collected;
(b)

to pay the capital costs of
(i) acquiring park land or reclaiming land as park land, or
(ii) providing fencing, landscaping, drainage and irrigation, trails,
restrooms, changing rooms and playground and playing field
equipment on park land.

566(3) Authority to make payments under subsection (2) must be authorized
by bylaw.
567(6) Despite section 566(2), interest earned on money in the park land
development cost charge reserve fund may be used by the local government
to provide for fencing, landscaping, drainage, and irrigation, tralfs, restrooms
and changing rooms, playground and playing field equipment on park land
owned by the local government or owned by the Crown and managed by the
local government.

,,.
\_

The District's DCC bylaw (Appendix A), which has been approved by the
Ministry, authorizes the collection of DCC funds for highways, parks , and
underground wiring, for works in specific neighbourhoods and for the various
classes of works in the community generally.

I

4.0
4.1

Analysis
The following development cost charge funds are available for funding nonutility works in 2016:
Non-utility DCC amounts available as of December 31, 2015

$
$

Highway works, Neighbourhood 2
Highway works, Neighbourhood 4
Highway works, Community
Underground wiring, Community

$
$

$
Princleal
Parks - Major
(other than Ambleside)
Parks -Ambleside
Parks - Local

C

$
$
$
$

2,348,224 $
468,738 $
4,556,874 $
7,373,836 $

Total
1,578,134
2,373,930
1,926,759
1,4901010
7,368,833

Interest
1,262,273 $
150,958 $
1,507,256 $
2,920,487 $

3,610,497
619,696
6,064,130
10,294,323

$

17,663,156
1091077Y1
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0

As the chart Indicates, some funds are restricted to certain areas, and all
of the funds are specific as to the types of works that may be funded.
These restrictions are set out In the DCC Bylaw. Parks funds are set out
separately as to principal and interest, as section 567(6) allows the
interest on Parks funds to be used in the community generally, regardless
of the specific park definitions that restrict the principal.

4.2

The following projects are proposed to be funded using development cost
charge funds In 2016:
Proposed 2016 DCC Expenditures
From Principal, Ambreside Park DCC:
Ambleslde Waterfront Park Redevelopment

$

100,000

$
$
$

317,400

From Interest, Parks DCC:
Ambleside Park Playground Replacement
Eagle Harbour Drainage and Irrigation Replacement
Altamont Park Completion
West Bay Park Washroom Replacement

131,000
100,000
32,126

$
$

580,526

$

600,000

0

From Underground Wiring DCC:
Underground Wiring -1000 and 2100 blocks Marine
Drive

There is sufficient funding in the various DCC funds to allow the
appropriation of the above amounts.
Ambleside Waterfront Park Redevelopment
This project provides funding toward reclaiming as park the District-owned
land currently occupied by the three houses to the east of MIiiennium
Park. The houses will be removed, and park, foreshore, and walkway
enhancements will be created.
Ambleside Park Playground Replacement
This playground is being replaced in three phases, due to the large size of
the playground and heavy use of the equipment. Phase 1 was completed
in 2013, and replaced some of the oldest play equipment. Phase 2, which
commenced in 2015 and Is carrying on into 2016, is providing newer,
more imaginative play elements. Phase 3 will replace the current water
cannon feature with a new water feature, and provide accessibility
improvements to the playground pathways.
1os1onv1
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DCC funding will specifically cover eligible playground equipment,
landscaping, drainage and irrigation, and pathways. Other funding for the
project is already approved from external sources and the infrastructure
fund.
Eagle Harbour Drainage and Irrigation Replacement
This project involves the Installation of new drainage and irrigation lines in
the entire area of Eagle Harbour field. This is part of a multi-year plan to
improve the playability of community soccer and baseball fields, identified
as a priority In the 2011 Sports Field Master Plan. DCC funding will
specifically cover eligible drainage and irrigation expenditures on District
property. Other funding for the project is already approved from the
infrastructure fund.
Altamont Park Completion

(•._

Thls project is being completed in conjunction with a group of residents
who have raised over $160,000 to contribute to this multi-year project.
Staff have worked extensively with local residents to redesign the park to
include playground equipment, a multi-use sports court, retaining walls,
fencing, and drainage Improvements.
DCC funding will specifically cover eligible items such as landscape,
drainage and irrigation, fencing, and/or playground equipment.
West Bay Park Washroom Improvements
This project is the replacement of the washroom building at West Bay
Park that has reached the end of its serviceable life. The 2012 Parks
Master Plan Recommendation 3.10.1 references the West Bay Park
Washroom building directly and recommends the replacement of the
building with a smaller building.
DCC funding will specifically cover the eligible washroom replacement
expenditures. Other funding for the project Is already approved from the
Infrastructure fund.
Underground Wiring
The 1000 and 2100 blocks of Marine Drive are some of the highest
visibility and most visited locations in West Vancouver. The District also
records some of the highest pedestrian volumes In the District near these
locations. As a result, this project will benefit a large number of users. With
pedestrian and recreational cyclist volumes expected to grow along
Marine Drive, It also opens up the potential for future walking and biking
space on Marine Drive without encroaching on green space.

(_
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Finally, underground lines are much more resilient in the face of wind and
storm events.
4.3

Sustainability
The collection of development cost charge funding is supported by the Local
Government Act in order lo provide funding for growth-related works related
to specific developments either directly, or in the community generally.
The District uses accumulated DCC funding, together with donations, grants
and infrastructure capital funding to make highway and park improvements on
District lands. The eligible costs of the improvements reflect the changing
needs of the community. Parks improvements are supported by the Parks
Master Plan 2012 and the 2011 Sport Field Master Plan .
The use of these funds helps to sustain the long term serviceability of the
community's assets, and to meet the increased needs caused by community
growth.

5.0
5.1

Options
Recommended Option
Council give three readings to proposed "Development Cost Charge
(Underground Wiring) Expenditure Bylaw No. 4896 , 2016" (Appendix B) and
proposed "Development Cost Charge (Parks) Expenditure Bylaw No. 4900,
2016" (Appendix C) . This option would support the 2016 capital program.

5.2

Considered Options
1 . Council may request more information on the proposed DCC funding
appropriations.
2 . Council may not approve the requested appropriations.

6.0

Conclusion
Staff recommend that the proposed 2016 Development Cost
Charge Expenditure Bylaws be given three readings.

Author.

Appendix A: Development Cost Charge Bylaw No. 3801 , 1993
Appendix 8 : Proposed "Development Cost Charge (Underground Wiring)
Expenditure Bylaw No. 4896, 2016"
Appendix C: Proposed "Development Cost Charge (Parks) Expenditure Bylaw No.
4900, 2016
1091077v1
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DEVELOPMENT COST CHARGE BYLAW NO. 3801, 199~
A bylaw to impose development cost charges.

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 983 and 9B4 of the Municipal Act the
council may, by bylaw, _impose development cost charges,
AND WHEREAS the council has, in fixing development cost charges in
this Bylaw, considered future land use patterns and development, the phasing
of works and ser.viceo and the provision of park land described in the Official
Community Plan and wheth~t the charges:
(al are excessive in relation to the capital cost of prevailing
(b)

standards of service,
will deter dev~lopment, and

(c)

will discourage the c~nstruction of reasonably priced housing or
the provision 0£ rea~onably priced serviced land
in the Municipality,

NOW TKEREPDRE the council of The corporation of the District of West

c_

Vancouver, in open meeting asaem~1~d, enacts as follows:
l.

In this Bylaw unless the contP.~t ~therwise requires:
•council• - means the council of the Mun1cipallty.
•Municipality• - means The CocporatiQn of the District of West
Vancouver.
"Highway Facility, community• - means a highway intended for use for
pedestrian and vehicular purposes by all the inhabitants of the
Municipality.
•Highway Facility, Neighbourhood" - means a highway intended for use
for pedestrian and vehicular purposes primarily by the inhabitants of
an area containing an ascertainable number of parcels or dwelling
units.
"Parcel" - means any lot, block or other area in which land is held
or into which it is subdivided, but does not include a highway.
"Park, Ambleside Waterfront• (formerly "Park , Community•) - means
park land on the Ambleside waterfront, between 14th and 18th Streets
intended for use for play and recreation by all the inhabitants of
the Municipality
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•pack, Local• - means park land intended for use for play and
recceation primarily by the inhabitants of a group of dwelllngs and
includes a pedestrian way.
•park, Major• (formerly 'Park, Neighbourhoode) - means park land
intended for use foe play and recreation but which is not considered
•pack, Local" nor •Pack, Anlbleside Waterfront•.
"Unlt' - whee~ construction is for:
(al

residenti~l purposes means a dwelling unit as defined by •zoning
Bylaw No. 2 .!00, 196&•, as amended:

C )

commerci~l purpoces means a gross floor area of 186 square
metres or: lest=.

Every p~cson who obtains :
(a)

approval of a u1Jbdivi,;ion, or

(b)

a building permit authorizing the construction, alteration or
eY.tension of a bJi lding or st r•Jctu re

shall pay to the HunlcipaUty at th tlme of the approval of the
subdivision or the i ssue of the building permit, as the case may be,
the applicable develo~ment c1?::it: .:los rges al' .~ et out in Schedules •1-. •
and •A1• in accordance with the afeas sp~clflad in schedule "e• as
attached hereto and forming an ntegral part o! the Bylaw.

0

Ho charge is payable where:

Ca)

the building permit authorizl!s the conDtruction, ;!ltc,:ation oc
extension of a building or part of a building th~ t i ~ , or will
be, after the construction, altecation oc extr.nsion, t?,!empt from
taKation under section 398(l)(h) of the ~ntctpal Act,

(b)

the building permit authorizes the consbruction, alteration or
extension of a building that will, after the construction,
alteration or extension,
(i) contain less than four self-contained dwelling units, and
(ii) be put to no other use other than the residential use in
those dwelling uoits , or

{c)

the value of the work authorized by permit does not exceed
$50,000 (or any other amount the Minister may, by regulation,
prescribe).

0
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4.

s.

A

development cost charge is not payable where:

(a)

the development does not impose new capital cost burdens on the
Municipality, or

(b)

a development cost charge has previously been paid for the same
development unless, as a result of further development, new
caplta1 cost burdens will be imposed on the Municipality .

Wher,r t:he Hunl•::ipality has imposed a charge or made a requirement
un~e~ Division !?) of the Municipal Act for park land or for specific
~,orks and servl•:es outside the boundaries of land being subdivided or
devalaped, thitl: ar~ .lnoluded in the calculations used to determine
the amount of a development cost charge, the amount of the charge
imposed or the valur.:1 of the requirement made under Division (7) shall
be deducted from thc>s~ cla,sses of development cost charges which are
applicable to the tYP~s of works ""d services or the park land for

C.

6.

which the charge was imposed or the requirement was made .
Where an owner has, with the approval of the Municipality, provided
or paid the cost of providing par~ land dr $Pacific works and
services outside the boundarlei;i (')f laJI') being fHtbdivided or
developed, that are included in th•! calculations Us'ld to determine
the amount of a development cost <::harge, tho value o~ the park land
or cost of the works and services, as the case may be, ~h~11 be
deducted from those classes of development cost chaCiJes wh.L<!h are
applicable to the park land or works and servi~es as the case may be.

1,

Where land is developed under a registered 1and use contract, no
development cost charges shall be payable under this Bylaw.

9.

ftDevelopment cost Charge Bylaw No, 3151• shall apply to applications
for subdivision or building permits that have been received and all
applicable fees paid for on or before the date of adoption of this
bylaw.

This bylaw shall apply to all applications received or paid

for after adoption of this bylaw.

(~
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9.

This Byla~ may be cited for all purposes as •oevelopment Cost Chacge
Bylaw No. 3801, 1993•.

FIRST 1U-:ADING by the

AH!rnoeo AND PA:i 'i to

council on 1993 March

08.

by the council on 1993 March

08.

RECf!CVEil 'i'HE APPUJ,IAL of the I nspecto r of Municipalities on

1993 April 05.

RECONSIDERED AND Aor>:>'rEltl

on 1993 April 19 .

MUNICIPAL CLERK
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Oe,..e topmen t Cost Cha q;.c
nyla•.-, tic. J80l, 1993

199j Febru:uy 26

Schc.dule • A"
DEVELOPMENT COST CHARGES · S PER UNIT
effecciveto 1994 Fcbrunry 28
·

..
A.Jell (11)

I. Caulfetld Plateau
2. West or Nelson Creelc, and
N. of Upper Levels; N. or
Horseshoe Bav
3, East or Nelson Creek,
West or Cypress Creek and N.
ofUcocrLevels
4. East or Cypress Creek,
West ofE.xis!ing Development
and N. orUopcr Levels
5. lnrilt •apartment.single
familv, and non-residential (bl

Hi hwav Faci1i1ii::s
Neighbourhood Communitr I Underground
I Wirin2
Dcvclonmcnc mdcr Land U.sc Contract.

Toi.al

Water

Drainage

11.768

3,688

1,037

•

216

14.931

3.688

1,037

3. : ,3

216

I

P11blic Onc:n Sm1ccs
Local
M:11or

,\mblcside
W:ucrrront

196

1.075

3.159

2.397

196

1.075

3.159

2.397

)>

""D
""D

m

15,049

4.760

1.0J7

.2,210

216

196

1.075

3.159

8.589

509

l.03'7

•

216

196

l.075

3.159

2,39-7
I/
1.397

z

C

><
0

(a) Areas arc desigmur.d on Schedule "B"; the official detailed m.:ip'r: lodged with Lhe Municipal Clerk as part oflhis Bylaw.
(b) Charges for non-residential units 11Ieealcul111ed on
portion thereof equal lo one unit.

1~1~ gross

noor arc.i. with each 186 square metres (approximately 2,000 square reel) or

• No chll!ges.
dee.chi

.,,.,,
)>

m

z
><
C
0
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-Oevelopm~uc Cast (;hargc
Dylaw No . 11\0l. 199)
J 99)

February 26

Schedule ·AI "
DEVELOPMENT CO~T CHARGES • S PER, UNIT

effective 199~ March l

Area (a)
I. Caulfeild Plateau
2. West of Nelson Creek, and
N. of Upper Levels: N. or
Horseshoe Bav
J. E:tst of Nelson Creek,
West or Cypress Creek and N.
or Unllf'r Levels
4. East or Cypress Creek,
West of Existing Development
ond N. of Upper Levels
5, Infill ~ apanmcnt, singtc
fomil}'., and non-residential (b)

HiRhwnv Faciliuc;
Neighbourhood Commun it)· Underground
Wirin"
Dc,•cJnnment under Land Use C1Jnlr:icl.

Public Oocn Som:cs
Am'nlcsidc
Major
Local
W:uerfroni

To~I

Water

Drainage

12,376

3.688

1,037

•

7 1fl
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1.075

3,475
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15,538

3.688
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)>
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z
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C

><

~

0

(a} Arens are designated on Schedule "Bh; Ute official detailed map js lcr.lged with the Municipal Clerk 3S part of this Bylaw.
(b) Charges for non-residential units ai;-e calcul,lled on the gross noor
portion thereof equal to one unit.
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with c.ach 186 square metres (.approximately 2,000 square reel} or

• No charges.
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Development Cost Charge (Underground Wiring)
Expenditure Bylaw No. 4896, 2016

0

District of West Vancouver

Development Cost Charge (Underground
Wiring) Expenditure BylawT
Bylaw No. 4896, 2016
A bylaw to authorize expenditures from the Development Cost Charge
(Underground Wiring) reserve fund.
WHEREAS the Council of The Corporation of the District of West Vancouver
deems it expedient to provide for the expenditure of funds from the Development
Cost Charge (Underground Wiring) reserve fund;
NOW THEREFORE, the Council of The Corporation of the District of West
Vancouver enacts as follows:

Part 1 Citation
1.1

This bylaw may be cited as Development Cost Charge (Underground
Wiring) Expenditure Bylaw No. 4896, 2016.

0

Part 2 Severability
2.1

If a portion of this bylaw is held invalid by a Court of competent
jurisdiction, then the Invalid portion must be severed and the remainder of
this bylaw is deemed to have been adopted without the severed section ,
subsection, paragraph, subparagraph , clause or phrase.

Part 3 Unappropriated Balance
3.1

As of December 31, 2015, the following balance in the Development Cost
Charge (Underground Wiring) reserve fund was unappropriated:
3.1.1

Unappropriated balance: $1,490,010

1091658Vl
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Development Cost Charge (Underground Wiring}
Expenditure Bylaw No. 4896, 2016

Part 4 Use of Funds
4.1

The following capital expenditure is qualified to be funded using the
Development Cost Charge (Underground Wiring) reserve fund, and it is
therefore deemed to be desirable to appropriate $600,000 In funding as
indicated:
From Underground Wiring DCC:
Underground Wiring
1000 and 2100 blocks of Marine Drive

4.2

$

600,000

If any of the appropriated funding remains unexpended at December 31,
2017, then such unexpended funding shall be returned to the
Development Cost Charge (Underground Wiring) reserve fund.

READ A FIRST TIME on
READ A SECOND TIME on

READ A THIRD TIME on
ADOPTED by the Council on

Mayor

Municipal Clerk
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Development Cost Charge (Parks)
Expenditure Bylaw
Bylaw No. 4900, 2016

0
Effective Date:
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District of West Vancouver

Development Cost Charge (Parks)
Expenditure Bylaw
Bylaw No. 4900, 2016
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District of West Vancouver

Development Cost Charge (Parks)
Expenditure Bylaw
Bylaw No. 4900, 2016
A bylaw to authorize expenditures from the Development Cost Charge (Parks)
reserve fund.
WHEREAS the Council of The Corporation of the Dtstrict of West Vancouver
deems it expedient to provide for the expenditure of funds from the Development
Cost Charge (Parks) reserve fund;
NOW THEREFORE, the CouncU of The Corporation of the District of West
Vancouver enacts as follows:·

Part 1 Citation

0

1.1 - This bylaw may be cited as Development Cost Charge (Parks)
Expenditure Bylaw No. 4900, 2016.

Part 2 Severability
2.1

If a portion of this bylaw is heT
d Invalid by a Court of competent
jurisdiction, then the Invalid portion must be severed and the remainder of
this bylaw is deemed to have been adopted without the severed section,
subsection, paragraph, subparagraph t clause or phrase.

Part 3 Unappropriated Balance
3.1

As of December 31, 2015, the following balances in the Development Cost
Charge (Parks) reserve fund were unappropriated:

109161&v1
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Development Cost Charge (Parks) Expenditure Bylaw Na. 4900, 2016

3.1.1 Unappropriated balances:

$
$
$
$

2,348,224 $
468,738 $
4,556,874 $
7,373,836 $

Total

Interest

Principal
Parks - Major
(other than Ambleside)
Parks - Ambleside
Parks - Local

3,610,497

1,262,273 $

619,696
150,958 $
6,064,130
1,507,256 $
2,920,487 $ 10,294,323

Part 4 Use of Funds
4.1

The following capital expenditures are qualified to be funded using the
Development Cost Charge (Parks) reserve fund, and It Is therefore
deemed to be desirable to appropriate $680,526 in funding as indicated:
From Principal, Ambleside Park DCC:
Ambleside Waterfront Park Redevelopment

$ 100,000

From Interest, Parks DCC:
Ambleside Park Playground Replacement
Eagle Harbour Drainage and Irrigation Replacement
Altamont Park Completion
West Bay Park Washroom Replacement

C
4,2

$
$
$

317,400
131

.ooo

$

100,000
32,126

$

580,526

If any of the appropriated funding remains unexpended at December 31 ,

20H, then such unexpended funding shall be returned to the
Development Cost Charge (Parks) reserve fund.

0
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READ A FIRST TIME on
READ A SECOND TIME on
READ A THIRD TIME on
ADOPTED by the Council on

Mayor

Municipal Clerk
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MEMORANDUM
Date:

June 14, 2016

To:

Reserves and Investments Task Group

From:

I. Gordon, Director of Financial Services
Review of Endowment Fund

Re:

Our File: 0910-11-FIN

Endowment Reserve Fund History

The District of West Vancouver established the Endowment Reserve Fund in 1991 using
funding from the balance of a Land Sales Reserve Fund as well as 1991 lease payments
received from the 320 Taylor Way property. At that time, the stated purpose of the fund
was:

.-

'

\._

..

•

to preserve the assets realized from the prepaid lease of 320 Taylor Way; and

•

to ultimately use a portion of the earnings in the fund for community projects,
acquisition of real property for municipal purposes or to reduce municipal debt for
real property purchases.

To carry out the purpose of the Fundt a threshold value was established, below which the
Fund balance was never to be allowed to go. The threshold value was defined as $15
million for 1992t to be increased each year by an inflation factor (the "Vancouver All Items
Consumer Price Index"). As of December 31, 2015 the threshold stands at $22,120,610.
All monies from the following sources were to be deposited to the credit of the
Endowment Fund:

(_.

•

amounts from existing funds as directed by bylaw;

•

net proceeds from the sale of real property owned by the Municipality, except as
otherwise directed by bylaw relating to the disposal of specific real property;

•

net rentais from the lease of the 320 Taylor Way property;

•

If provided for in the annual budget bylaw, net rentals and net concession fees
from all other lands leased by the Munlclpallty; and

•

all Income earned by the Endowment Fund.
1131178V2
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To:
From:
Re:

June 14, 2016
Reserves and Investments Task Group
I. Gordon, Director ol Financial Services
Aevlew of Endowment Fund

In 2010, the current bylaw establishing the Endowment Fund was passed by Council
(Appendix 1).
The new bylaw made the following changes:
•

Addition of a definitions section.

•

Additions of a provision to transfer funds from the current Endowment Fund to the
new Endowment Fund (since the 201 o bylaw repealed the existing Endowment
Fund bylaw).

•

Removal of outdated provisions in the bylaw which were addressed under current
legislation.

•

Additional conditions regarding acquisition of real property, governing use of
Endowment Fund money, and governing use of Endowment fund money in excess
of the threshold value (sections 6.1 to 6.4)

•

Additional repayment provisions governing use of any Endowment funds, whether
above or below threshold.

At that time, the threshold value was $20.7 million.
Subsequent to that date, it appears that conflicts may have arisen between the
requirements to maintain the Endowment Fund threshold and comply with the
Endowment Fund repayment requirements, and directions from Council to carry out
certain land acqulsitlon and capital projects. 1t further appears that these conflicts led to
the Endowment Fund being excluded as a source of funds for land and other capital
transactions, and the District beginning instead to borrow against its future anticipated
surplus.
Mr. Hayre. Financial Controller and I havt;t worked diligently to recreate the transactions
that took place, by searching the accounting records available to us. The transactions as
recorded Indicate that since 201 O (Appendix 2):
•

real property on Argyle Avenue and Gordon S1reet (former VCH building) was
acquired using $21.1 million from the Endowment Fund;

•

gains on municipal land sales, consisting of the sea to sky tands expropria1ed by
the Province, 1300 block of Marine Drive, and a number of smaller properties ,
generating net proceeds of $44.2 million, were credited to the Endowment Fund;

•

lease revenues from the 320 Taylor Way lease and the physiotherapy premises
lease at the Aquatic Centre of $1.8 million were credited to the fund, and

1131178\12
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June ~ 4, 2016
Reserves and Investments Task Group
I. Gordon, Director of Financial Services
Review of Endowment Fund

~l?.BNDIX D

In 2011, the property on the comer of 22nd and Marine Drive, commonly referred to
as the Wetmore property, was leased to Pacific Arbour Communities for a period at
125 years; a prepaid lease arrangement was made, and $14.6 million In cash was
received. As a lease transaction, the cash received was recorded as deferred
revenue, which is to be recognized over the life of the lease (I.e. $116 thousand
per annum). The annual lease recognition amount is being credited to the
Endowment Fund.

Over the same time period, future antlclpated surplus was borrowed against (Appendix
3) to fund West Vancouver Community Centre enhancements, Eagle Lake water utility

enhancements, Gleneagles Golf Course Clubhouse enhancements, and the acquisition of
another property on Argyle Ave for future Ambleslde Park development purposes.
The Land Transaction Sheets (Appendix 4) provide additional detail on each of these
transactions.
Finally, In 2015, Council decided to borrow $28 million to fund the Police Building and
Municipal Hall project, and committed to repaying this loan over 30 years using "above
threshold" monies in the Endowment Fund.
Land Funds and Endowment Funds
.._

Community Charter Section 188(2) requires that proceeds from the sale of land be
deposited to a reserve fund, and used only for the purchase of land, Improvements, or
other assets of a capital nature. A Land Reserve Fund is therefore required to be
established by any municipality that sells land.
There are no specific sections in either the Community Charter or the Local Government
Act that govern the creation or use of an Endowment Fund. Councll has the general
power, under Section 188(1 ), to set up a reserve fund for a 'specified purpose'. The
District's Endowment Fund has been created using Section 188{1 ).
The generally understood meaning of an endowment fund is that it Is set up to preserve a
·
specified amount of capital, which cannot be drawn down except under restricted
circumstances, with specific terms for repayment. Usually, the funds are invested, with
the Investment earnings providing the source of funds for expenditures in accordance with
the governing principles of the fund. Endowment funds are generally used in the nonprofit sector to codify obligations to funders, who may have given money, either as a
bequest or other donation, based on their understanding of the terms governing the fund.
The District's Endowment Fund, in Its current bylaw, contains a mix of endowment-like
terms and terms more suitable to a statutory land fund.
Like an endowment fund, it:
•

C

specifies a threshold base capital amount for the fund;

tl3117Bv2
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J. Gordon, Director of Financial Services

•

specifies a formula for annual adjustment of the threshold to avoid Inflationary
erosion of the base capital;

•

sets out requirements for repayment of funds if money from the base capital is
used;and

•

sets out requirements for the use of funds in excess of the base capital.

0

Like a land fund, it:
•

specifies that certain net rental receipts be placed in the fund;

•

specifies that net proceeds from the sale of real property be placed in the fund,
unless otherwise directed; and

•

restricts the use. of the funds to acquisition of real property, t'eduction of debt for a
real property purchase, or a capital project for the use and enjoyment of citizens of
the District.

Since the Endowment Fund bylaw was set up in this way in 2010, these two different
purposes have co-existed, and it is apparent from the history of the fund since 2010, that
the purposes have also come into conflict. In particular, the flexibility and ease of access
to funds which ordinarily is provided by the municipal land fund has been frustrated by the
Endowment Fund's repayment and threshold maintenance requirements The result
appears to have been that an alternative source of land acquisition funding which was not
so restricted has been sought, leading to the use of surplus for land acquisition and other
major capital priorities.

0

Options for the Endowment Fund

There are three options moving forward:

1.. Continue with the current fund.
2. Replace the current fund with a land fund.
3. Amend the current fund to create a 'pure endowment', and create a separate land
fund for all future land transactions.

0
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1. Continue with the current fund

The current fund contains a confusing series of terms which govern the use of the money
In the fund. While the terms under which funds can be used and under which they must
be repaid could be clarified through amendment, the basic problem remains, which is that
the endowment purpose Is incompatible with the land fund purpose. The endowment,
which aims at the preservation of capital, frustrates the land purchase and sales
objeciive, which is to transact in land for the good of the municipality in order to provide
services, develop the community, and serve the pubUc Interest.
Staff, therefore, do not recommend this alternative.
2. Replace the current Endowment Fund with a Land Fund

Through powers of zoning and regulation, municipalities have been granted unique
abllities with respect to land. Although these powers are generally used to regulate the
use of privately owned lands, they can also, of course, be used to rezone and regulate
lands owned by the municipality.
There is a strong public interest served by the municipality in transacting in land. Land
can be acquired that is strategically useful for providing municipal facilities and services; it
can also be acquired to be resold, or leased, for public goods such as affordable housing.
Other values, such as heritage preservation may also come into play. Instances exist, for
instance, where a heritage structure about to be demolished has been purchased by a
municipality, and then resold to a buyer willing to accept a heritage preservation
covenant. Land has also been purchased, rezoned to higher density, and then resold, ·
with the funds obtained directed at replacement of municipal buildings. The public interest
may even, in certain cases, exceed the right to private property, which the municipality
can acquire through expropriation, for park purposes, for instance. All of these
opportunities and more may arise In certain circumstances, creating a requirement for
access to funds.
Opportunities to make strategic land acquisitions can arise at unpredictable times and
under various circumstances. The need to act quickly or lose the opportunity is often
paramount. Thus, preservation of capital, per se, is not usually a land fund requirement,
as the avaitabllity of funds can be a key determinant In whether a land transaction takes
place. Also, holdings in land can be a better investment than simply holding funds In
investable cash. In both the short and long term. the land fund supports the municipality's
land strategy as determined by Council.
Staff recommend that the District establish a land fund. However, turning the current
Endowment Fund Into a land fund may not be the best way to do this.

0
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It is clear from the 1991 historical records showing how the Endowment Fund was
created, and from practice since that time, that the concept of the Endowment Fund
threshold and preservation of capital has had the support of Council over the years.
Also, recently, the borrowing for the PBMH project has been supported by Council based
on using revenues from the Endowment Fund for repayment.
Therefore, the most acceptable alternative going forward would be an approach that
would leave the current Endowment Fund Intact~with revenues to support the current
borrowing, but to establish a land fund using future land revenues.

3. Amend the current Endowment Fund,· create a separate Land Fund

Staff have·competed an analysis (Appendix 5) which provides a forecast of the effect on
the Endowment Fund if no further land sales revenues are contributed.
Appendix 5 (A) shows that If no further land sales funds are contributed, but the threshold
with the inflation factor is maintained, the fund will be stable until approximately 2033, at
which point, all other things being equal, the threshold and fund balance will begin to
diverge. By 2046, when the last payment on the PBMH loan is scheduled to be made, the
fund will be approximately $9 million below threshold, at $21.5 million.
Appendix 5 (B) shows that if the threshold is frozen at 1he current level of $22.1 million,
the fund will remain stable until 2045, ending at approximately $650,000 below threshold.

0

Appendix 5 (C) shows that if the threshold is reset at $20 million, and remains at that
level, the fund can repay the entire loan without going below the threshold.
Staff recommend that consideration be given to structuring the Endowment Fund as a
$20 million protected capital fund, transferring $2 million from the fund to provide 'seed
capHal' for a new Land Reserve.
The Endowment Fund could be structured such that the $20 million threshold was
maintained, current lease revenues would continue to be contributed, and the loan was
repaid without further contributions to the fund. Borrowing restrictions currently In the fund
could be maintained, and even strengthened, so that no borrowing could take place which
would impair the ability to repay the loan or go below the threshold.
A new Land Fund could be designated to receive any future land sales revenues or
contributions such as rental or lease revenue, and made available for future land
purchases or major facility replacement projects.

0
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Recommended Option
The recommended option Is the creation of two separate funds, one for each purpose.
This would be accomplished by restructuring the current Endowment Fund and creating a
new Land Fund.

I ~
Director, Financial Services
Appendix 1:
Appendix 2:
Appendix 3:
Appendix 4:
Appendix 5:

Endowment Fund Bylaw No. 4642, 2010
Summary of Endowment Fund Transactions 2010-2015
Summary of Unappropriated Deficit Transactions 2010-2015
Land Transaction Sheets
Endowment Fund Balance Analysts
(A) Endowment Fund Balance - Threshold with Inflation Factor Applied
(B) Endowment Fund Balance - Freeze Threshold at Current Level
(C) Endowment Fund Balance - Freeze Threshold at $20 MIiiion
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Endowment Fund Bylaw No. 4642. 2010

District of West Vancouver

Endowment Fund Bylaw

No.4642,2010
A bylaw to continue a reserve fund to be known as the
Endowment Fund.
WHEREAS the Council of the Corporation of the District of West Vancouver may,
by bylaw, establish a reserve fund for a specified purpose that is within the
powers of the municipality:
AND WHEREAS on February 10, 1992, Council adopted Endowment Fund
Bylaw No. 3699, 1991 to establish a reserve fund;
AND WHEREAS Council wishes to continue the Endowment Fund by enacting a
new Endowment Fund Bylaw that is updated under existing municipal legislation,
and by transferring the amount to the credit of the reserve fund ("1991 Fund") to
the new capital reserve fund established under this bylaw;
AND WHEREAS Council considers that as of the date of adoption of this bylaw.
the amount of the credit of the 1991 Fund is greater than required for the purpose
for which the 1991 Fund was established;

0

NOW THEREFORE, the Council of the Corporation of the District of West
Vancouver in open meeting assembled enacts as follows:

Part 1 Citation
1.1

This bylaw may be cited as "Endowment Fund Bylaw No. 4642, 2010".

Part 2 Severability
2 .1

If a portion of this bylaw is held invalid by a Court of competent
jurisdiction, then the invalid portion must be severed and the remainder of
this bylaw is deemed to have been adopted without the severed section,
subsection. paragraph, subparagraph, clause or phrase.

0
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Endowment Fund Bylaw No. 4642, 2010

Part 3 Previous Bylaw Repeal
3.1

Endowment Fund Bylaw No. 3699, 1991, is repealed.

Part 4 Definitions
4.1

In this bylaw:

Mcpr means the Vancouver, All Items, Consumer Price Index for
December of the applicable calendar year, as determined by Statistics
Canada, or such other body or index that replaces Statistics Canada or
the Consumer Price Index;
"Endowment Fund" means the reserve fund established under section S.1 ;
"Market Value of the Fund" is to be determined consistently with the
recommendations and guidelines issued by the Public Sector Accounting
Board as authorized by The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountant~
"Threshold Value" means

r

"-

(a)

as of December 31, 2009, $20,665,308;

(b)

in respect of each subsequent calendar year, the sum of the
previous calendar year's Threshold Value plus the product of

(i)

the previous calendar year's Threshold Value, and

(f1)

the percentage change over the previous calendar year in

CPL

Part 5 Endowm~nt Fund
5.1

There ·,s estabr1shed a reserve fund to be known as the "Endowment
Fund".

Deposits to Endowment Fund

5.2

The Director of f='mance must deposrt to the credit of the Endowment
Fund:

5 2, 1 as of the date of adoption of this bylaw and further to section 7. 1,
the amount to the credit of the reserve fund established by
Endowment Fund Bylaw No. 3699. 1991:

0
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3

0

5.2.2 net rental receipts from the lease of the real property located at 320
Taylor Way. to the extent the rental is set out in the lease
agreement dated May 25, 1988, as amended;
5.2.3 amounts from existing funds as directed by bylaw;
5.2.4 net proceeds from the sale of real property owned by the District,
except as otherwise directed by Council resolution relating to the
disposal of specific real property,
5.2.5 subject to the financial plan, net rentals and net concession fees
from other real property leased by the District after deducting the
cost of capital improvements earned out in respect of rental or
concession real property, including net rentals from District-owned
real property on Argyle Avenue, except as otherwise directed by
Council resolution relating to the specific real property;
5.2.6 all income earned by the Endowment Fund; and
5.2.7 an amount that Council transfers to the Endowment Fun~

Part 6 Use of Money in the Endowment Fund
Acquisition of Real Property
6.1

0

Subject to section 6.2, money in the Endowment Fund may be used to
acquire real property unless the real property is:
6.1.1 subject to a financial encumbrance after acquisition;
6.1.2 acquired for a highway, school or park: or
6.1 .3 after acquisition, reserved for, dedicated for, conveyed to or held in
trust for a school board.

6.2

Council must return to the Endowment Fund within ten years of the
property acquisition referred to In Section 6.1:
6.2.1 the amount of money used under section 6.1 ; and
6.2.2 interest calculated at market interest rates.

0
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Conditions Governing Use of Endowment Fund Money for Real Property
Acquisition
6.3

At the time of real property acquisition under section 6.1, the total fair
market value of real property acquired using money from the Endowment
Fund must not be more than 75% of the lesser of the:
6.3.1 Threshold Value, or
6.3.2 Market Value of the Fund at the end of the preceding calendar
year.

Use of Endowment Fund Money in Excess of Threshold Value
6.4

To the extent the amount of the Endowment Fund and value of real
property acquired under section 6.1 exceeds the Threshold Value for a
calendar year, money in the Endowment Fund may be used to pay for
6.4.1 acquisition of real property for municipal purposes;
6.4.2 reduction of municipal debt for a real property purchase; or
6.4.3 a capital project for the use and enjoyment of citizens of the District

if the amount of money remaining in the Endowment Fund after the
expenditure or transfer under paragraphs 6.4.1 to 6.4.3 is maintained at or
above the Threshold Value for the calendar year.

...

Part 7 Transfer
7 .1

Council transfers to the Endowment Fund the amount to the credit of the
reserve created under Bylaw No. 3699, 1991.

READ A FIRST TIME on April 26, 2010.
READ A SECOND TIME on April 26, 2010.
READ A THIRD TIME on April 26, 2010.
ADOPTED on May 3, 2010

Municipal Clerk
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District of West Vancouver
Summary of Endowment Fund Transactions
January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2015

6,275,920
19,687,059
15,073,871
3,154,579
Lease Revenues - 320 Taylor Way
Lease Revenues - Physio/Aquatic Centre
Lease Revenues - Wetmore

1.241,356

,nterest Earned

4,315,891

Transfer of Property Acquisition Reserve

Uses
Acquisition of Gordon St (former VCH site)
Acquisition of properties Argyle Avenue
Police Services Municipal Hall P,oject
Closfng Balance December 31, 2015

184,334

347,568

114,702

0

16,067,860
5,000,992
6,916,885

32,592,988 Cr

0
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District of West Vancouver
Summary of 2015 Unnapproprlated Deficit
To December 31, 2015

3,709,689
Water Fund

722,867

722,867

Sewer Fund

1,968,886

1,968,886

Total Unappropriated surplus/(deficit) $

6,401,442 $

(28,157,852) $

(21,756,410)

The unappropriated surplus/(deficlt) Is the amount of accumulated surplus remaining after deducting the various
appropriated surplus balances (ie: reserves) and Investment In non-financial assets. It Is avallable to temporarily
finance specific operations until planned revenues are received. The unappropriated surplus may also be used
for other operating or capital purposes as determined by Council. The District has been in an unappropriated
deficit position since 2012.

C

How did this happen?
Up until 2012, the District had planned to borrow $26.9 million from the Municipal Finance Authority to fund the
construction of the leased spaces at the community centre, Gleneagles Golf Course Clubhouse and the Eagle
Lake Development. Due to large inflow of cash in 2011 from the prepaymenl of the Wetmore Lease, the
munlcipallly made a decision not to borrow from the MFA and fund these projects internally. As a consequence
this contributed to the general fund going Into an unappropriated deficit, because the revenue from the $14.5
million lease prepayment was to recognized over 125 years. In effect, the municipality essentially borrowed
against future surpluses lo meet the capital funding requirements for the projects mentioned.

9,677,123
905,568

Glen Ea les Golf Course Clubhouse

7,859,900
Outstandin Balance Internal! borrowed funds

$

28,157,852

0
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Wetmore Lease • Pacific Arbour Retirement Community
Dlslrlcl or West Vancouver

Locallan:
current Slalus

Nor1hvifll earner al Marine Or. and 22nd Sltlllll
Leased to PacHlc Arb cur Relkemaot Comrnunl111.
Pacllk:Altlaurprepald S14.5 mllllon In 2011 . rara 125 Jl•rlHH al 11111 praperiyand paid the Dlslrid SSOOk towards development al Ille
park lldjacant to the pn)periy. S116k reveaue rKDGnltlld annually and translenad la Ille Endowment Fund.

HJ1tcry·

The Olslrlcl acquired land between ye11r1 2001 to 2003. $5.6 ml~lan acqulslllon, funded from Endc,wmant Fund. Real properly held In
the Endowment Fund In 2014. Rell pn,perty l'loldlng1 removed frDm 11111 ~
nt Fund In 2015, and held lo lnvHlme/11 In NonFlnanclel Assa!s,

CDIIIICllOer:lclons·

Coundl appoved prepayment of $14.5 mlllan wllh revenue to be recognized over the lease teim. No Coundl re1allllan requiting pn,c:eects ta
be appn,prieled Into lhe Endav.ment Fund. (Mlnutu December 1:,, 2010)

Annual Revenue
Rever,ue Aloalllan

5116000
End_,,t Fund • Appropriated SwplJ•

summary Impact

The 2002 land acqulsttlan had SO Impact on surplus: use al funds from the Endowment Fund Wllfll repla~ with 1h11 h01d,ng al real propl!tly
In the Endawmenl Fund. Subsequent rent• 1111d cantrlbUClon• (200:l-20151 resuled In eamlngs of S 1 mHlon to be cmlled to the Endowment
Fund
The leese pn,ca11d1 of $14.5 mlllon received In 2011 , Wllfll 111 up II a deferred llab!llty $1 16k ol N!Ylnue ls recognized on an 8IVIIJII basb
and lrllnlfmed lo appropriated surplus Annual renls are not canlritl\lled IG Ur'lappropriated surplus
The le111e prepaymenl proueds were UHd la fund 11111 c:aplla1 spending 11n the Cornmunhy Cenlra, Eagle Lak~ and Gleneagles Clubhouse.
This net result or Ille use Ol lhllse pn1pald rents ror capital funding was to Increase the unappropriated deridl

0

0

rndowrnont fHd llnp1ct

1101
2001
llllll

__.

Poyfflcn1$ '"'\Ydmotl Op\lOO • fcb
,.,..,_ on Wtooatt ~"" • •P<
-lco,tsrow-e

(U60.11DO)

300,DOG
1.260,DOO

C•,007,IIJ]

4,00,,91]

PCIO,DOO)

lDOl
lll04

W-nd...0-

211115
2006

W-Oltllllllb

"·0711
117,777

JGD7
:ZODI
200.

Wllfflln net ...all

12,lll
12,lU
70, tll

2DIO

W-act,.,,a,h

:ZOii
1012
JOI]

2Dl4
2015

...

Wdlnon:nd-~

Wdffl...,ndll!lllal

w-oet"'°"

,..._,w.tmcnia.. •
Wetnqn Wse
W.U-.t.uu,
WMIOn,Wsa

-w...

74,4JZ

74,4)2

U,DU

150, 477
22,,547

ll1,lH
406,152
411,19
559,IIDl

5H,)94
l4D,l5l
4H,111
514,111

27,]tl
(245.542)

121,m
111.000
Ill.DOD

1111.,11

111,0DD

116,611

!5.517,I U >
Tai.I-

,

(4,751,]0l)

!4,751.JDI!
(1.1liUDI)

Le;al & Business CollSllling Casis as,oclaltd with Welmote LeaH funded rrom Endowmeot Fund.

0
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APPENDIX 0
320 Tayler Way
District cf West Vancouver

Location.
Current Status·

Tavtor Wav & Martne Dltve
Leased lo \Nynford Group ID year 2DB7
Annual proee.ds of $125k (plus adjustment !Dr innatlDn starting 1999)
2015 Annual proceeds S221k

HISIDry

3 5 acre parcel, comer DI Taylor & Martne Drive SHe hlstoricaly owned by Wesl Vancouver was site ol pubhe wolks yard wllh a
portion leased to Royal Motors. 198 I Council rezoned atte for hltlhrlse with pincfpel objective cf earning revenue Sile use pul oul lo
referendum In 1988

Counc:il Oeclslons
Annual Revenue
Revenue Allocation
Surm1ary Impact

S221k ,,...,ular lnllallon adlu1lmen11
Endowment Fund. Appropriated Surplus
Tc date !he 32D Tayor Way i;He hH contributed 57 9 million to the Endowment Fund II conUnues ID be an aMual source of funds for
the Endowment Fund

Endawm1nt Fund J.,.put

'~~~ ~~~g, ilR
~~~

-'.~

.~.!t..~~...

1992
1993

19!M
1194

1995
1995

1997
1998

tffl
2DDO
2001
2002
200)
2004
2005
2009
2DQ7

2001
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Prci=ds ""m Mlet 320 T111gr Y
Traiufc, 11:: 320 Tillar Way
T,anlfe, 11!. ]20 Til)'la, W~
l'll>cccdJ frDm lilla 320 Tayto, V
T-re· 320TIJ)'lor Wll'f
T,..,ter "'' 320 Teyler Way
Tninsfo, re: 320 T ~ W1y
TlllllSl'er "'' 320 Taylor Way
Tn,nsfc, "'' 320 T&ylor Way
Tqnste, re: llO T.trylar wav
Tnnster ..: 320 Taylor W1r
Tnnste, ,e, 320T~• Wr,
Tran*J ,., 320 Taylar Way
Trandlr,.; 320 Tl'/1or Wly
T - ,e; 320 Taylar WI'/
Tianslar ,e: 320 Tly1or Wll'f
Tramfer re: 320 Taylor Wll'f
Transflr "'' 320 Taylor Wf"(
Trarul&r rt:. l2D Taylot War
Tnin.,.,"' 320 Tailer wwr
T - 11,: 320 Taylor Way
Tranlftr "'' 320 Tayler Way
Tr1l\lfer rt. 320 Tailor Way
Tl'lrufl!t "'' 320 Tailor Wly
Tranw n: 320 Ta)lor Way

2.024,525
7Sl,5'1&
479,!1113
1,217,860
151,241
134,573
112,913
123,572
121,711
133,861
ISl,282
144,960

t5U,612
148,1119
155,198
l&l,1127
167,5811
174,211
111,lll

111.aee
196,011
llll,9!53

212,165
ZZD,699

229,570

9 1

-' •

•

I

2,024,525
2,713,47]
J,263,456
4,481,316
4,632,557
4,767,IJO
4,11811,0'IJ
5,003,715
5,IJ2,42i
5,266,217
5,41!,559
5,563,429
S,714,0oll
1,1162,11611
5,018,051
6,17',DIIS
6,346,573
6,520,984
6,702,ID?
6,1&0,ffl
7,077,076
7,211,029
?,193,l!M
7,113,193
' 7,90,163

C
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APPENDIX D
Wesl Vancouver Community Centre
Dlstnd of Weal Vancouver

0

Coundl Appnlv8d corulnJctlon 1112005 Projecl e1emen1, alrulflled.
• aimrnunll)' ginlte,
• lease apaces,
• a fountain m1d

• conllngency
allowances
Community cenlle budget $39.Zm {2005). Funding Saurce1: Cammunlly Cenlnl. $22.9m e,d""""""I Fund, Conllngenl'Y $5.em,
~ or Endowmenl alher CllpJlal AUIMIJ and Surplu1; L. . . Sp.ac.1, SID 7m MFA fln&ncng, lo be ,ap1rd wllh p~ed• from long
term !uses. Founlaln SD 7111. private conlrlbuflon
In 2012. lhe lnlendecl funding fl0"1 MFA bom,w'ng was canceled for the LH1ed Spaces element of file Camnulil)' Cenlta p1oled
Con11tucr111111 COiia w11111 Internally lunded Al • re1uU unapproprtated 111,ptua was reduced by S13.127,000 As a consequence U.e
Olstrld's pollUon In an unappropriated fund balance lnlnSIUoned lnlo a deficit poslUDn

Ll!•N '8\'llnua reatl•ad lo Iha encl of 2015 of S3.4 mll lon well! held In a Oelll ReV,ement Re1e,va, In 2015 Ille funds Wl:tl!I unappropriated
and ~lled 1111lllnsl t~a outslllllding unapprop~ll1ed dollcll As ol 2Dl5 Ultl oulslandlng unappropriated lteffc:11 HS<ldaled v,111111111 teased
Spnc.,, al Iha CO,rlmUnlly Cenlnt II SD.7 mlHlon.

Council Decisions·
Annual Rhenue
Reven1111 AllaeaUon
Summary Impact

P,ofecl Fundlnu and Elomenl9 approved by Coundl October 3, 2005
Cencelfelion MFA bcmlwin • Councll Oocloion to be re uesled 11am ae,h Oe

0

'1rrlll'I

201 S Flnendel Slatemontlmpaclls SD.7 ml:llan la unapprapnaled deftd~
Per ~th1dute below appear1 S25 9m of CGmmurily cenln! CClftslntcllon was lundd /ram Endowrnanl Fund. $13 1 was haided from
IUIPI~• To dale SJ1181c has bel!!n mpllld to lhe Endowmnl Fund wllh proc1eds cl AQva;e1 phytlo renlllll

Endowment Fund Impact

2006
2007

Communty Centre Guildlng

20GB

Community Contra Building
Commi.,lly Cen1111 Loan rar Cl;tlal pro)lcU
AQuat!a physic! 11!fllals
AquaUcs physic! nmlals
Aquallcs physic! renlals
AquatJcs physic! rentals
Aquatics physic! n!ntals
Aquatics physic! l'l!lltals
Aquatics physt, rentals
VCHCast~
Aquatics physic! rentals
Aqualles phyib rentals
AquatJcs ph'r!b rentllfs
AQuallC! ph'r!b rentals

2009
2005

2006
2007
2DDB

2009
2010
2011
2Dll
2012

2013
2011
2Di5

142

Qirnmunlty Centn! Bu11d1n1J

-s:eei.m

-5;1181,sis

J0,750

·B,611,819
·23,357,458
•25,013,85)
·25,DIB,021
•24,992,392
-24,966,562
•24,94!1,7.12
•24,912,445
•24,881,695
·24,.IIS0,9i5
•24,761!,9BS
·24,730,401
·24,699,651
·24,668,901
•24,638,lSI

•2,T.l0,291
· 14,745,639
·1,686,393
25,830
25,52!1
25,830
25,BJO
2!,287
30,750
30,750
89,960
30,SIH
30,7SO
30,750

0

APPENDIXC

APPENDIXD
VCH Building. 2195 Gonion Avenue
Fomerl), known 11 990 2211d Streit
D1s1rid or West V11na,uv11I

Locallon
Current Status

Hlslcry

22nd S1raet & Gordan Ave
Acqulnicl 1112014- as strategic lnvestmentror S18.07 mllon. 0.7 hectares. 2 buildings, Acquisition funding 1DUrai • Endowment Fund.
Unoccupied, VCH rnpanslble lar ape111Ung costs II long bu~dlng II nal accuplad by DWV.
Real property htlld ln 1ndawment lund ln 2014 Translerred lo lnvntment In Non-Financial Assets In 2015 Amount borrowed ID lund
acquisition was repaid wlth ~II from 1~ of 1300 block Manne 0~
Purcha,ed from Vancouver Coas!BI Health. S~e dosed on Maid! 26, 2014. Per Councll report property he long,tarm strategic value
fer lhe convnunlly. Olstrid's municipal endowmant lund to be repaid within 10 years.

March 31 Counal MeaUn • amauncemenl 11!

rchue.

Pracaeds trcm , 300 Marina Drtva can be canSlclered to 111va re1111d amount borrowed from Endowment Re111n11 to acquire VCH
property. Nel Proceeds lrom sale ol 1300 Marine Or credited lo Endowment Fund· S34 Bm
lndowmant ~und Impact

2014
2014
2014
20~5

Acquisition of Gordon St Property
Rear Property held In Fund

Proceeils f{orri DO<f&lk Marine

Pfl?C~ ffllll! 1~.QO b!~ Ma!lne

·16,067,860
0

1l,BD7,5DB

21.059,,~

16,067,860

·16,D67,860
D

il,807,SOB } 1300 Manne Or. - sale prllceeds

D 34,867,181_

Property Trarisfened ta

2015

Investment In Non Ananclat

·16,067,860 18,799,321

Assets

(__
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APPENDIXD
Pollca & Munlclpal Hal Building
750 17th Street

0

Dlslr!d or West Vancouver

LocaUon:
Current Slalus.

750 17th Street
New building under construction. AnUclpated completion 2017. New bUllding will lndude a cenlral customer service
hub. Police Services and relocation or some staff departments.

History

Tolal Budget $36 ml!Con. $8 million funded from Endowment Fund. S2B mlmon funded from extemal
borrowing. Interest of external bomiwing to be funded with Interest ea med In Endowment Fund.

Counc~ Decisions:
Annual Revenue
Revenue AUocaUon

Construction budael or $36 mllllon, and borrowirio or S2B million annroved bv Council.

so

nla

Summary fmpact

0

Endawffl1111t Fund lfflpact

2012
2013
2014
2015

Pollce/Municpal
Pollce/Munlcpat
PoUce/Munlcpat
Pollce/Munlcpal

Han
Haa
HaU
Hall

-137,643
·1,664,174
·1,2'16,866
-3,703,202

&137,643
-1,801,817
·3,04B,6B3

·6,751,885

0
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APPENDIX D

C

Algyle Street Properties
Distrld of West Vancouver

Location:
Current Status:

1454. 1466. 1468 1472 It.mule.
These properties have been acquired by !he District as part of the Ambleslde Waterfront and ToYtn Centre slralegy.

History.

Acquisition of lhese properties has been a priority lo achieve a conllguous Dlslrtcl owned waterlron1 . Acquisition
facLilated by funding from Surplus, Endowment Fund and CACs .
2012 -146B/1472 Algyle acquired wllh 57.015 funding lrom surplus (Council approved funding from Endowment Fund)
2012 • 1466 Argyle acquired wilh 53.205 funding from Endowment Fund
2015 -146811472 Additional provision for acquisition costs. S1 .775m
201 s • 1454 Argyle acquired with $4.9m funding from CACs

Councn Decisions:

In 2012, Council approved lhe acqulslllon of 1466,1466 & 1472Argyle with Endowment Fund as funding source.
In 2015 Council approved funding for addlUonal costs associated with acqu:slllon of 1468 & 1472 Argyle from
Endowment Fund.
In 2015 Council approved funding from acqulslUon ol 1454 Argyle from CACs .

(
AMual Revenue
Revenue Allocation

so
nla

Summary lmpacl

Endowment-Fund Jmpad

2012
2015

1466 Argyle
1468/1472 Argyle

Surplus Jmpact

2012

1468/1472 Argyle

ZOHi

1454 Argyle

(
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OOl tt

..

Casll llalance. Cl!*WIII

1 S 32.~- S 32

sn

.J21

ato s

312111,IDII S JI).&

=

29731,783

s 22;1115.- s 2UB5

CcnmuOons·

Land salel Picr:eecu

·-·"-

Net Renlaloll.ena1

2 S
J s

s

E,rpsdlulltS.
PSMH Plqed E,penGClftS

351.031
568,!592
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s
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s

3511.-

s
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4
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APPENDIX D

Reserves and Investments Task Group
Terms of Reference
Policy 02-30-358 (2015)

Effective Date: July 21, 2015

Consolidated for Convenience Only

(

For convenience, the original policy (or uparent" policy) has been updated to include the
amendments. This consolidation is for convenience only. The original policy and
amendments should be consulted for all interpretations and applications of the policy.

........
Original Policy:
02-30-358

Effective Date:
July 21, 2015

Amendments:
02-30-358
02-30-358

Effective Date:
December 3, 2015
March 30, 2016

Amendments to the original policy are shown in the margin of this consolidation.
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CONSOLIDATED TERMS OF REFERENCE
District of West Vancouver
CORPORATE POLICY
Council Committee
Terms of Reference

Financial Services Division
Policy 02-30-358

Reserves and Investments
Task Group

File: 0116-20-FIN

Purpose
1.0

The Reserves and Investments Task Group is an advisory group to assist
the Finance Committee to fulfill Its oversight responsibilities related
specifically to investment and reserve policies and practices. The Task
Group's recommendations will be reported to the Finance Committee.

Q

Policy

2.0

Duties
2.1

The Task Group will revtew each reserve fund as follows:
a)

Statutory Funds
•
Endowment Reserve;
•
Capital Facilities Reserve;

b)

Non-Statutory Reserves
•
Infrastructure Reserve;
•
Capital Reserves:
•
Amenity Contributions Reserve;
•
Operating Reserves;
Golf Development Reserve;
•
•
Sewer Capital Reserve:
•
Cemetery Development Fund;

c)

Community Amenity Contributions; and

d)

Development Cost Charges.

0
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2.2

3.0

Reserves and Investments Task Group Terms of Reference

Page2

The Task Group will review investment management activity as
follows:

a)

Investment policies and practices;

b)

Performance of investments; and

c)

Structure and asset mix of the investment portfolio.

2.3

The Task Group will review all relevant background documents and
similar documents and practices in other jurisdictions, including
relevant legislation and bylaws.

2.4

The Task Group will report its recommendations to the Finance
Committee.

Origin of Work
To assist the Finance Committee to fulfill its oversight responsibilities
related specifically to investment and reserve policies and practices.

4.0

C

Membership

4.1
Sedon 4.1(a) amended

December 3, 2015

5.0

Seclion 6.1 amended

March 30. 2016

(_

a)

A minimum of two Council members;

b}

A maximum of three volunteers.

4.2

Staff Liaison: as determined by the Chief Administrative Officer.

4.3

The Chair must be a Council member. A Vice-Chair shall be
elected from among the members.

Quorum
5.1

6.0

Voting members are appointed by the Mayor as follows:

A quorum is a majority of the voting members, at least half of
which must be Council members.

Term

6.1

The term for the Task Group shall be 15 months, commencing in
August 2015.

--
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8.0
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0

Meeting Schedule and Meeting Location
7. 1

The meeting schedule shall be determined by the Chair, in
conjunction with Task Group members.

7.2

Task Group meetings shall be held in a District facility.

Rules of Procedure
Meetings shall be conducted in accordance with the General Council
Committees Policy, the Council Procedure Bylaw, and the Community
Charter.

9.0

Support Services
A designated staff person will provide support services.

10.0 Conflict of Interest

0

Members shall declare possible .conflicts of interest to the Chair and the
Task Group. (The General.Council Committees Poticy references conflict
of interest.)

Approved: July 21, 2015

Approved by: Mayor Smith

Amended: December 3, 2015

Approved by: Mayor Smith

[Amendment to section 4.1(a) lo change from
·A minimum of two Council members from the
Finance Committee" lo "A minimum of two
Council members'1

Amended: March 30, 2016
[Amendment to section 6.1 to change term from
12 to 15 monthsl

Approved by: Mayor Smith
I
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District of West Vancouver
CORPORATE POLICY
Finance

Guidelines for. Investments
File #0940-00

1.0

Purpose
To establish a policy for investment guidelines.

2.0

Policy
The following investment policy guidelines are intended to be directing
principles, rather than rules, for designated officials to follow:

2.1

The investment of Municipa l funds are to be undertaken within all legal
constraints with the primary investment criteria being the security of
invested funds.

2.2

Investments should be made to ensure the maximum investment return to
the Municipality within these policy guidelines.

2.3

Municipal funds which are not immediately required may be invested or
reinvested in (as specified in the Municipal Act):

2.4

a)

securities for Canada or of a Province;

b)

securities guaranteed for principal and interest by Canada or by a
Province;

c)

securities of a Regional District of British Columbia;

d)

securities of the Municipal Finance Authority of British Columbia;

e)

investments guaranteed by a chartered bank; and

f}

deposits in, or shares or evidence of debt of, a credit union or a
trust company.

Maturity dates for short-term investments of general operating funds
should be limited to one year. This ensures liquidity and limits opportunity
for speculation on interest rate fluctuations.

l
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2.5

The maximum commitment to any one firm should be 20% of the
investment portfolio at the time of the investment. This provides protection
of the Municipal assets and ensures, through competition, market rates.

2.6

This guideline excludes late afternoon deposits with our banker, the Royal
Bank, because they are the only available borrower at that time. It should
be noted that the 20% criteria applies "at the time of investment" and so
will not necessarily apply at another time, such as year end, due to
subsequent maturity.

2.7

The general policy for investment of Municipal funds is that a minimum of
three registered brokers or financial institutions dealing with securities in 3
above should be contacted for bids on funds less than $1 Million and over
$100,000. A minimum of five registered brokers or financial institutions
should be contacted above for bids on funds greater than $1 million.
Funds "rolled over" should follow the same general guideline but such
guideline may be modified at the discretion of the investing official
provided the rollover rates are competitive. The tendering of investments
would slow down the process and resulting lost revenues and possible
lower interest rates . This guideline is to ensure the best rates are
obtained.

2.8

The brokers used should be diversified as much as possible. This protects
against favouritism and helps ensure better rates.

2.9

The obtaining of competitive bids should be documented and such
documentation retained for three audited years. This policy is to protect
Municipal Officials and ensure adequate audit information.

2.10

The only Municipal Officials that are designated to make investments are
the Director of Finance, Municipal Treasurer, Deputy Collector, and the
Municipal Manager/Comptroller.

2. 11

The Municipality should receive delivery of all paper that exceeds a
maturity of 89 days. Other investment paper may remain in the dealer's
safekeeping providing that we have written confirmation from that
institµtion. This will protect Municipal assets.

2.12

At one item each year, the external auditors together with Municipal
Officials will verify all securities.

0
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July 08, 1985

Approved by:
Council

Amendm~mt Date:
October 21, 1985

Approved by:
Policy and Planning Committee

Amendment Date: .
November 28, 1988

Approved by:
Policy and Planning Committee

Approval Date:
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